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Official opening
Irina Khaleeva, Rector of Moscow State Linguistic University, welcomed participants to the sixth
European seminar on the European Language Portfolio. She was happy that the seminar was being
held in Moscow, and aware of the honour and responsibility thus conferred on Moscow State Linguistic University, which because of its experience and expertise in the study of language and related areas
of research, plays a central role in the development of language education policy in the Russian Federation.
Policy and decision makers, teachers and researchers from forty-five countries were taking part in the
seminar. Between them they provided a good overview of our multicultural world. The Ministry of
Education and Science and the Ministry of Foreign Affairs attached great importance to the seminar:
they were both committed to promoting mutual understanding among peoples, and they saw the ELP
as a tool for doing this.
On behalf of the ministry, the academic staff of Moscow State Linguistic University, and herself Irina
Khaleeva thanked the Language Policy Division of the Council of Europe for bringing the seminar to
Moscow and for supporting the ELP as a pan-European project. We have reached a new stage in
European cooperation, and each one of us needs to participate by attending workshops like this one.
To adopt an English expression, the future burns bright for Europe. Professor Khaleeva concluded by
wishing all the participants a successful seminar.
Professor Khaleeva then read a message of greetings from Andrey Fursenko, Minister of Education
and Science of the Russian Federation. He welcomed the participants from Council of Europe member
states and many regions of Russia. Underlining the importance of the role played by Moscow State
Linguistic University in linguistics and language policy, he noted that the Russian Federation attaches
great importance to the implementation of the ELP, which addresses issues central to the concerns of
the Council of Europe: respect for linguistic and cultural diversity, the promotion of cultural and linguistic tolerance, plurilingual competence, and education for democratic citizenship. From 2006 to
2010 the Ministry of Education and Science will have a project aimed at creating the conditions that
will allow Russian to become the key language of the Russian Federation. The project will contribute
to the integration of the member states and the development of Russian political, educational and cultural space. The minister concluded his message by wishing the participants a successful seminar,
much fruitful debate and new friendships.
Alexander Gruschko, Vice Minister of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs, brought greetings from the
Minister. He noted the importance of the seminar for all involved. It is the mission of linguists to bring
nations together: their work is the main tool for achieving the international goals set by politicians.
The choice of Moscow as the venue for the 2005 European seminar on the ELP was recognition of the
contribution that Russian linguists – including Irina Khaleeva and her colleagues at Moscow State
Linguistic University and associated institutions in other states of the Russian Federation – have made
at European level. Committed to the promotion of mutual understanding, the Russian Federation attaches great importance to foreign language teaching in schools at all levels: without a command of
foreign languages Russia will not be able to address the important issue of globalization. The Vice
Minister appreciated that the seminar would bring an international sharing of knowledge and expertise
that would help to further Russia’s integration in the European and global communities. He concluded
by congratulating all concerned on the start of the seminar, wishing the participants success in their
work over the next three days and a continuation of fruitful contact in the future.
Eleonora Mitrofanova, Head of the Centre for International Scientific and Cultural Cooperation, under the aegis of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs, welcomed the seminar to Moscow. The development of a pluralist democratic society in Europe depends on young people, and it is important that
they are aware of their cultural heritage. The European Language Portfolio can help them to develop
the knowledge and skills they need for life in the 21st century, and thus can contribute to the building
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of a European humanitarian space. The Centre for International Scientific and Cultural Cooperation
sees the promotion of the Russian language in the world as one of its main areas of activity. Currently
it is helping 10,000 people to learn Russian in 15 countries, and the work of the ELP is very relevant
to this effort in a rapidly changing world. Eleonora Mitrofanova concluded by wishing the seminar
every success in achieving its goals and expressing the hope that it would generate more recommendations to politicians, managers, and administrators.
Joseph Sheils, Head of the Language Policy Division, Council of Europe, Strasbourg, said that the
Council of Europe was very happy that the Russian Federation was hosting the sixth European seminar on the European Language Portfolio. On behalf of the Council of Europe he welcomed delegates
from many regions of the Russian Federation and from other Council of Europe member states. He
thanked the authorities of the Russian Federation, especially the Ministry of Education and Science,
for their help in organizing the seminar, and colleagues at Moscow State Linguistic University for all
their preparatory work. The ELP has found fertile soil in the Russian Federation, where it is used in
more than 50 regions. The Russian translation of the Common European Framework of Reference for
Languages was one of the first, which made the CEFR available also in other countries where the Russian language is known. In addition the Russian Federation had been very active in the project relating
assessment to the common levels of the CEFR, and the next Council of Europe programme would include work on the Russian language. The Council of Europe also had joint programmes with the
European Union in various Russian regions; for example, a seminar had been held in Vladivostock in
September 2005, a second was to be held in another region in October, and a third in Moscow also in
October (this would be on the CEF, and colleagues from Chechnya had been invited).
We could afford to congratulate ourselves on the progress that had been made since the end of the
ELP’s pilot phase (1998–2000) and its launch at the beginning of the European Year of Languages
(2001) seventy-four models had been validated in four and a half years. Joseph Sheils acknowledged
the Council of Europe’s debt to the Validation Committee for all the work it has done, both in validating ELPs and in developing policy and helping to generate, for example, the documents for this seminar. This year the first electronic ELP had been validated. This was an important development, as was
the launch of Europass, with its link to the ELP. Joseph Sheils also stressed the importance of the
ECML’s ELP-related projects, which are designed to support ELP implementation.
Participants in the seminar, whether ELP contact persons, experts or advisers, needed to develop a coordinated approach. There were important texts to understand, and gaps in the work that needed to be
identified so that they can be filled. The seminar was also giving particular attention to the intercultural dimension. Since the Council of Europe was founded in 1949 there have been only three meetings of heads of state. At the third, held in Warsaw earlier this year, the heads of state requested that
the Council of Europe continue to promote intercultural and inter-religious dialogue. They also invited
the Council of Europe to refocus its activities around the core issues of human rights, parliamentary
democracy and the rule of law. 2005 is the European Year of Democratic Citizenship, and this seminar
should be seen as a contribution to that campaign. In 2006 there will be a youth campaign against racism and intolerance, and in that too the intercultural dimension of the ELP can play a role.
Joseph Sheils concluded by saying that the annual European seminar on the ELP is one of the most
important events in the Language Policy Division’s calendar. He wished the participants a successful
and enjoyable seminar and renewed his thanks to the Russian colleagues for all they had done to prepare the ground.

Introduction to the seminar: report on progress since Madrid; overview of
programme content and working methods – David Little
The Madrid seminar in 2004 had three main concerns: (i) strategies for further dissemination and implementation of the ELP and for validating what has been achieved; (ii) plurilingualism; and (iii) selfassessment based on the ELP and teacher assessment based on the CEFR. In addition we were given
an overview of the ELP in Spain, and show-and-tell sessions focussed on electronic ELPs (The Neth-
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erlands, ALTE/ EAQUALS) and the development of an ELP-compatible assessment framework (Ireland). There was also an exhibition of ELPs and ELP projects. The Madrid seminar concluded (i) that
further work was needed on self-assessment grids/descriptors and language passports for primary and
lower secondary learners and (ii) that further development was needed in relation to reporting intercultural experience, learning how to learn, plurilingualism, the descriptor bank, guides for teachers and
developers, studies of the ELP in use, and other support materials.
Early in 2005 a new Validation Committee was established, with the following members: France
(Francis Goullier, chair), Hungary (Gabor Boldiszar), Ireland (David Little, vice chair), Italy (Gisela
Langé), The Netherlands (Dick Meijer), Poland (Barbara Głowacka), Russian Federation (Irina
Khaleeva), Spain (José-Joaquin Moreno), Switzerland (Peter Lenz). Gareth Hughes, Wolfgang
Mackiewicz and Rolf Schärer are consultants to the committee.
In November 2004 the outgoing Validation Committee considered 3 new ELPs and registered new
linguistic versions of 2 previously validated models, while in May 2005 the incoming Validation
Committee considered 11 new ELPs and revised versions of 2 previously validated ELPs. Altogether 2
ELPs were validated unconditionally, 9 were validated with conditions, and 5 were returned to their
developers for further work.
Since the Madrid seminar no further work has been done on learning how to learn, plurilingualism, the
descriptor bank, guides for teachers and developers, studies of the ELP in use, and other support materials. However, a discussion paper has been prepared on age-appropriate self-assessment grids and
descriptors/checklists (David Little) and a proposal for an intercultural autobiography has been developed (Michael Byram).
The main issues to be presented and discussed at the Moscow seminar are:
ELP development, with a particular focus on (i) the annotated Principles and Guidelines and other
key documents, and (ii) the discussion paper on age-appropriate self-assessment grids and descriptors/checklists.
• The intercultural dimension: (i) a case study (Russian Federation) and (ii) the proposed intercultural autobiography.
• Varieties of ELP experience: show and tell.
• The ELP in the Russian Federation.
•

The seminar also gives us an opportunity to bring ourselves up to date. The exhibition shows the progress of ELP projects in many different countries and educational contexts, and the show-and-tell
“carousel” and the presentations by Russian colleagues on Saturday morning provide an opportunity to
learn more about a wide variety of ELP-related projects

The ELP 2005–09: issues of policy and strategy – Joseph Sheils
The Language Policy Division’s medium-term programme 2006–09 comprises three projects:
1. A new project on policies and standards in language(s) of education. A survey has already been
carried out in a number of member states to identify the language(s) of education, the main elements of the curriculum, and the competences and standards that are required for learning across
the curriculum. In due course this project may develop a new kind of CEFR. It will pay particular
attention to the importance of social cohesion and the needs of disadvantaged groups in societies,
including migrant populations. A small seminar will be held in November 2005, to which representatives will be invited from the countries for which the Council of Europe has developed language
education policy profiles. An open conference will then be held in Cracow in April 2006, followed
by a forum in Strasbourg.
2. Language education policy profiles. To date profiles have been developed for ten countries, two
further applications will be considered by the Steering Committee for Education in the near future,
and at least one more application is on the way. Each profile offers a holistic study of language
education in the country in question, focussing on local concerns as elaborated in the country report. A team of experts nominated by the Council of Europe visits the country for one week and
compiles a report intended to assist reflection and self-evaluation by the country in respect of lan4

guage education policy development. This leads to the production of a final report (the “country
profile”) prepared by the Council of Europe and the local team.
3. European proficiency standards for transparency and quality. This project has three subcomponents:
a. Relating language examinations to the CEFR and related projects (“How does my B1 relate to
your B1?”). CD ROMs and videos/DVDs are now available with calibrated examples in English and French; similar materials are in preparation for German, Spanish and Italian, and other
languages will be added in due course.
b. Language requirements, based on the CEFR, for adult migrants seeking residence or citizenship
(new). Pioneer work has been undertaken by German, Swiss and Austrian experts, and work is
in progress in other languages. Although language courses and language tests are increasingly a
requirement for citizenship, there is great variation in the levels aimed at. The use of ELPs for
migrants is very important here.
A common curriculum framework for Romani (new).
As far as the ELP is concerned, the Language Policy division has the following objectives:
• To support the development of material to fill “gaps”, including age-appropriate descriptors (primary and secondary education) and tools for describing and reflecting on intercultural competence.
• To elaborate assessment guidelines based on the CEFR and the ELP, for ministries, examination
bodies and teachers.
• To encourage the development of electronic ELPs and to promote the ELP via Europass. This may
have implications for ELP documentation. There are 25 Europass agencies, and ELP contact persons should get in touch with them, make them aware of their ELPs, give them copies, and ask
them to make users of Europass aware of the existence of their ELPs. Informal contacts with the
EU commission suggest that Europass may in due course be made available in Russian.
• To reinforce teacher education via the ECML. Note that the EU’s European Profile for Language
Teacher Education refers to the CEFR; also that ECML has recently launched a related project.
• To explore convergences with language(s) of education/mother tongue(s).
Other ELP-related objectives include:
To develop illustrative reference material calibrated to the CEFR levels and reference level descriptions.
• To ensure synergy and complementarity with EC projects (an item bank for receptive skills; language proficiency indicator).
•

The expected results of this work are:
An increase in the number of countries implementing validated ELP models in all sectors.
An enriched descriptor bank.
Templates for recording and reflecting on intercultural competence.
Guidelines for linking self-assessment and formal assessment by others (internal and external).
DVD + CD ROM + Manual for 6 levels of CEFR and Reference Level descriptions, for a range of
languages.
• A compendium of good practice.
• Teacher training and implementation developed with ECML.
• Proposals for mother tongue/language of education competences.
• Recommendation to the Committee of Ministers on plurilingual education, including the ELP.
•
•
•
•
•

The Council of Europe hopes that by 2009 the basic work will have been done. It then becomes a matter of sustaining the dynamic and supporting high-quality implementation backed up by appropriate
research.

The ELP reference documents (Francis Goullier)
Francis Goullier began by greeting all members of the Validation Committee, past and present, who
were attending the seminar, and paid tribute to Pavel Cink, chair of the EVC from 2000–2004.
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The ELP is a process supported by a certain number of texts that have three main functions: (i) to define the formal criteria governing the ELP; (ii) to help developers to create the best documents possible; and (iii) to make explicit the procedures of the Validation Committee. Different documents address different moments in the development of ELPs. Two texts are concerned with the development
of ELPs (the Guide for ELP Developers by Günther Schneider and Peter Lenz and the Principles and
Guidelines), while three are concerned with ELP validation (the Rules for Accreditation, which define
how the Validation Committee does its work; the Guidelines for the submission of ELPs for validation; and the application form for validation).
Inevitably there is a tension between the ELP as a developing dynamic and the attempt to regulate.
This problem confronted the Validation Committee from the beginning. On the one hand it was impossible to have a single ELP for all countries, which explains the rich variety of ELPs that now exists; on the other hand, it is necessary to maintain a common core that guarantees the ELP’s European
character. When the EVC evaluates an ELP it must try to understand the context in and for which it
has been developed; this coincides with the Council of Europe’s principle of respect for diversity. At
the same time, however, each ELP must be anchored in the CEFR’s principles, levels and scales. For
example, the EVC insists on the principle of plurilingualism, declining to validate ELPs that focus on
the teaching/learning of just one language; it also insists on the centrality of the intercultural dimension. Each ELP is thus an attempt to achieve a balance between local needs and traditions and the
European character of the ELP.
It is also the Validation Committee’s function to facilitate further evolution of the ELP. For example,
as more electronic ELPs are developed it will probably be necessary to adapt and/or expand the key
texts. Already the committee has overseen the development of a number of tools designed to support
the development and implementation of ELPs: the ELP web site, the bank of descriptors, the learningto-learn and intercultural templates (which all developers should be familiar with), and the annual
European seminars.
In all this, one document is particularly important: the annotated version of the Principles and Guidelines, which reflects four preoccupations of the EVC: (i) to warn developers against common problems, e.g. lack of internal coherence, or the need to use official translations (available on the ELP web
site); (ii) some developers’ evident ignorance of key principles, e.g. the need to make room for all languages that the ELP owner knows and uses, the languages to be used in the rubrics, and the individual
owner’s responsibility for his/her ELP (among other things this means that the teacher should not correct the learner’s self-assessment); (iii) descriptors – the Validation Committee needs to know (and the
ELP user has the right to know) how the descriptors were elaborated; (iv) ELPs developed in 2005
should not look like ELPs developed in the very early days – we have made progress since then.
In conclusion, it is worth drawing attention to the role of national authorities/contact persons as regards the validation of ELPs designed for use within compulsory education and emphasizing the importance of being fully explicit when completing the application form for validation. It is also important to note that the whole of any ELP submitted for validation must be translated into English or
French to ensure that the Validation Committee has full access to it.

ELPs for younger learners: age-appropriate self-assessment grids and descriptors/checklists (David Little)
A key function of the Self-Assessment Grid is to make explicit the link between the ELP and the
CEFR (see Principles and Guidelines, paragraphs 2.6 and 3.2). Self-assessment cannot be undertaken
on the basis of the SAG alone, however: learners also need checklists (see CEFR, p.25). Two reasons
have been given for developing age-appropriate versions of the self-assessment grid: (i) accessibility
(younger learners find it difficult to understand the Self-Assessment Grid) and (ii) behavioural appropriateness (the descriptors in the Self-Assessment Grid do not adequately reflect the behavioural options available to younger learners). Given that self-assessment depends on checklists, it may be that
younger learners do not need to use the Self-Assessment Grid at all: its presence serves rather to inform others of the relation between the ELP and the common reference levels of the CEFR. The issue
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of behavioural appropriateness on the other hand requires a response.
The discussion paper describes two projects to develop Self-Assessment Grids and descriptors/checklists for younger learners, the Swiss IEF project and the Irish project for non-English-speaking pupils/students (English Language Proficiency Benchmarks). The Swiss project began by collecting descriptors from ELPs, textbooks and tests. It then validated the descriptors qualitatively in teacher
workshops and made a selection to cover six CEFR sub-levels: A1.1, A1.2; A2.1, A2.2; B1.1, B1.2.
After that the scaling of descriptors was validated empirically and selected descriptors were reworded
as “I can” statements for use in the Swiss lower secondary ELP. Finally a new (age-appropriate) SelfAssessment Grid was developed on the basis of the checklists. The Irish project began by bringing the
Self-Assessment Grid and illustrative scales from the CEFR into interaction with (i) the official curriculum and (ii) the results of classroom observation. Scales were then developed as follows: global
benchmarks of English Language Proficiency (effectively an age-appropriate and domain-specific version of the Self-Assessment Grid); scales of language quality (derived from CEFR); scales related to
recurrent themes in the primary curriculum/main subject areas of the post-primary curriculum. These
latter scales were used to generate checklists for the ELPs developed for primary and post-primary
learners of English as a second language. Whereas the IEF project developed its SAG and descriptors
using the same empirical techniques as were used to develop the common reference levels in the
CEFR, the Irish project did not validate its scales/descriptors empirically, which means that the relation between the English Language Proficiency Benchmarks and the CEFR remains a matter of faith.
It would, however, be possible to add descriptors from sources like the Irish project to empirically
validated descriptors like those developed by the IEF Project.
Another important question is: In terms of the common reference levels of the CEFR, how far can
younger learners be expected to progress? Some ELPs designed for younger learners (primary as well
as lower secondary) include the Self-Assessment Grid in the language passport and a table that allows
learners to rate themselves from A1 to C2. This is defended on the ground that in most school systems
there are learners whose language proficiency is unusually well developed for reasons that have nothing to do with language learning at school. But this is to overlook the fact that the CEFR’s actionoriented approach rests on a distinction between communicative proficiency (using language to perform tasks) and linguistic competence (the internalized knowledge on which language use depends). In
order to perform the tasks specified for B2, C1 and C2 one needs not only a high level of linguistic
competence but a level of educational achievement and/or professional experience that has no equivalent in the lives of children and adolescents. On the other hand, it is possible to perform the more limited tasks specified for A1, A2 and B1, which do fall within the behavioural range of younger learners,
with native or near-native linguistic competence. These considerations suggest that age-appropriate
adaptation of the common reference levels should be confined to A1, A2 and B1. After all, the common reference levels were conceived as a “universal” scale of L2 proficiency, and if we adapt the upper scales for younger learners they will inevitably diverge from the CEFR.
Finally, how can we help younger learners to recognize and show that they are making progress when
they may take years rather than months to achieve a CEFR level? Essentially there are two answers to
this question: either sub-divide the levels (as in the Swiss IEF project) or develop (part of) a curriculum within one level (as in the Irish project, which provides more than 60 descriptors for each of the
three levels it is concerned with).

Group work to prepare posters, comments and questions for plenary
feedback
The participants worked in four groups as follows:
English-speaking Group 1 (chair: Mike Makosch; rapporteur: Maria Stoicheva)
English-speaking Group 2 (chair: Viljo Kohonen; rapporteur: Gisela Langé)
French-speaking Group (chair: Gaby Kunsch; rapporteur: Gilbert de Samblanc)
German-speaking Group (chair: Gunther Abuja; rapporteur: Heike Speitz)
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Discussion was guided by questions attached to the presentations by Francis Goullier and David Little.

Plenary feedback (round table: Francis Goullier, David Little,
Rolf Schärer) – Chair: Joseph Sheils
Question 1
a) The explanatory notes in the right hand column summarize the Validation Committee’s interpretation of the Principles and Guidelines as it has evolved since the first ELPs were validated; they constitute the Validation Committee’s case law. Are these notes explicit enough to provide effective help
for ELP developers?
b) Do you think there is a sufficiently clear and effective complementarity between the ELP reference
documents?
English-speaking Group 1
a) The annotations are useful but would benefit from concrete examples. Use of a case law approach
based on precedent is not common across all member states. It is important to clarify the difference
between what is an absolute requirement and what is a good idea or suggestion.
b) There is too much similarity between the documents, and some rationalization would be helpful.
Frequently these documents are only accessed after the event so that they become clearer after the
process but do not lead the way. It would be helpful to have a more accessible document to consult
during the development process.
English-speaking Group 2
a) Not many members of the group were really familiar with the annotated Principles and Guidelines.
b) The ELP reference documents are clear and complement one another. However, visits of experts
would be very helpful for new ELP developers. A better information flow from Strasbourg to ELP
contact persons is needed. Perhaps contact persons should have their own network for the dissemination of important information. They might also establish networks in their own countries. Not many
members of the group knew about the ELP-related ECML projects. The Principles and Guidelines
should be translated into national languages. Many developers do not understand exactly what happens
in the validation process. Mid-April and mid-October would be better deadlines for submitting ELPs
for validation. It is important to put more pressure on authorities to make them support the ELP.
German-speaking Group
a) There were not many ELP developers in the group. Electronic portfolios are under consideration in
several countries; these are likely to call for an adaptation of the Principles and Guidelines. The application form for validation was not particularly problematic for group members, but the difficulties
came after validation: the implementation process, teacher education, etc. proved more difficult.
b) The ELP reference documents complement one another appropriately. But in the application form
for validation there is always room for interpretation of the questions. One example is the question
relating to implementation: it is difficult to look so far ahead and predict problems. The role of the
Council of Europe was discussed. On one hand there are recommendations but on the other, countries
are free and it’s not clear how far countries need to follow the recommendations.
French-speaking Group
a) The group agreed that case law is very useful.
b) The application form should be kept separate but the other documents could be grouped together. It
is important to produce documents for teachers for each ELP model. The production of a guide for
teachers might be a condition for the validation of any ELP.
Round table
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David Little wondered whether the concrete examples recommended by English-speaking Group 1
should take the form of further text or illustrations drawn from ELP models. Maria Stoicheva replied
that the group had both things in mind; suggestions and recommendations without examples are too
abstract for developers, especially if they are new to the ELP. David Little thought that a set of guidelines for developers might usefully accompany the existing documents; e.g., a list of absolute requirements and a separate list of good ideas.
Rolf Schärer noted that the guidance provided by the documents needed to be supported by personal
expertise and networking. It would be useful to look at the possibility of developing a website to make
that more dynamic.
Francis Goullier argued that it is not the task of the reference documents to say precisely how ELPs
should be developed down to the last detail. The whole ELP project is a dynamic process, and the goal
is to have specific developers take this into account and work on it. In some respects the documents
are not absolute, and there is a difference between demands and recommendations. There are mandatory elements – the “common core” of the ELP – but developers should also seek to benefit from good
practice in validated ELPs. The problem with providing concrete examples is that they may be interpreted as absolute demands. As for the matter of case law, the Validation Committee is not engaged in
jurisprudence, but it is concerned to explain what is required and to take well-founded decisions. Note
that the committee distinguishes between conditions (which must be fulfilled) and recommendations
(which need not be followed).
Joseph Sheils suggested that there may be a need to update the Principles and Guidelines, though any
changes would have to be approved by the Steering Committee for Education; there might be a discussion paper on electronic ELPs in the coming year. He reminded participants that the Language Policy
Division asks for 60 copies of each validated ELP for distribution to ELP contact persons and to the
ECML in Graz. He said that he had taken note of the need for a newsletter.
David Little asked why mid-April and mid-October were thought to be more appropriate submission
deadlines. Yvonne Vrhovac replied that these dates fit better with the demands of the school year; in
particular, it is not easy to finish piloting before June, and it takes time to process and absorb the results. Rolf Schärer recalled that this issue had been discussed many times in the past, and every discussion concluded that there are conflicting interests.
Referring to the suggestion that the development of a guide for teachers should be a condition for validation, David Little argued that the best kind of teachers’ guide comes as a result of experience over
several years. Viljo Kohonen added that guidelines for piloting might later become guides for teachers.
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Question 2
a) In the past ELP contact persons have expressed a need for language passport templates for (i) primary and (ii) lower secondary learners. Does this need still exist?
b) Within compulsory education the term “younger learners” can apply to (i) primary and (ii) lower
secondary. Is it possible to establish a bank of descriptors that can be drawn on for both these groups,
or do we need two separate descriptor banks? Please give reasons for your answer
c) The discussion paper identifies two ways of making it easier for younger learners to recognize and
report their progress: (i) subdivide levels A1, A2 and B1, and (ii) provide a large number of descriptors for each level and encourage learners to gradually shade in the cells on their self-assessment profile in the language passport. Is either of these approaches preferable to the other? Please give reasons for your answer
d) The common reference levels of the Common European Framework were designed to describe proficiency in second and foreign languages. To what extent can the descriptors that define the common
reference levels be used to capture the ELP owner’s capacities in his/her first language?
French-speaking Group
a) A language passport template for primary learners is a good idea but it should not be imposed on
everyone. The Self-Assessment Grid should be adapted for young learners, but teachers should also
have the self-assessment grid from the CEFR.
b) The group thought that there were two possible approaches: to develop either two separate banks of
descriptors or one bank with so many descriptors that ELP developers could make an appropriate
choice.
German-speaking Group
a) The group supported the idea of a passport template for young learners but suggested that the obligatory elements should be as few as possible and the detail of design and content should be left to developers. The group noted that the language passport boosts the self-confidence of young learners and
is very important for pupils from migrant families. The language passport needs to provide a profile of
second/foreign language skills.
The group found questions 2b) and 2c) very difficult to answer. It wondered how important these issues are, given that the ELP is not intended for testing. The group suggested that the validity of new
descriptors is not as important as how learners get to a new level of proficiency working with them.
English-speaking Group 2
a) The group wondered what is meant by the term “young learners”. The distinction between primary
and lower secondary does not apply in all countries. The group opted for 11- and 11+ and agreed that
there is no need for a “strong” language passport for learners in the former group.
b) The group saw a risk in sub-dividing the levels if teachers saw them as a scale. Perhaps it was better
to develop a large number of descriptors. In any case younger learners would have difficulty understanding the scales – maybe A1 should be represented by icons or pictures.
c) The group believed that there should be two descriptor banks because children change so much in
their developmental years. The age group below 11 is not in urgent need of attention; priority should
be given to the age group above 11. The group was in favour of developing large numbers of descriptors rather than sub-dividing levels, which might make things too difficult for learners. The question
had been raised: How can we combine CEFR levels with national assessment systems? This topic
needs further work.
d) The group did not discuss this question in detail, but there were strong feelings against the idea of
using the CEFR for mother tongue. A document should be prepared describing first language skills.
English-speaking Group 1
a) This group felt that there is no need for a language passport template for primary learners, first be-
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cause a passport is needed for mobility and children are less mobile than other age groups and secondly because the philosophy behind the language passport is objective-setting. At this age we are dealing
with short-term objectives and this creates a contradiction. The group thought there was probably
room for a language passport template at lower secondary level provided it is age-appropriate. At local
level, having a common template can stimulate learner motivation and enhance the ELP’s reporting
function. It can be problematic when several ELPs exist in one country or area.
b) A single descriptor bank would be unrealistic as this is an age of great cognitive development. The
group suggested that age-appropriate descriptors may be valid for a maximum of two years. The idea
that some dramatic change takes place between primary and secondary is artificial. There may be pedagogical differences between the two levels but they may not require different instruments. The
group recommended the development of two or more flexible descriptor banks with different content
for different age groups. Alternatively, it would be possible for descriptors to have the same content
but to be formulated in different ways according to the age of the learners.
c) Sub-dividing levels makes it easier to show parents that their child is making progress. However,
sub-dividing levels and developing large numbers of descriptors are not mutually exclusive options.
Progression is not linear, and more descriptors would reflect this situation and help with motivation
d) The group found this question too complex to address in 10 minutes: it includes dialects, mother
tongues, “father” tongues, etc. Because of this complexity no consensus was possible. The majority
view was that the descriptors are not appropriate for the definition of first-language skills, though they
could be used in various contexts to encourage language awareness and reflection.
Round table discussion
Francis Goullier noted that whereas several years ago there was a strong feeling that we need an ageappropriate Self-Assessment Grid, that issue has not been raised in this discussion. Can we now conclude that the Self-Assessment Grid is compulsory in every language passport except those designed
for the very youngest of learners? That certainly enhances the reporting function of the ELP.
David Little was struck by the variety of feedback, which included a number of interesting ideas that
the Validation Committee would need to take into account when deciding how to support the development of descriptors for younger learners.
Gisela Langé thought that levels need to be sub-divided for teachers but wondered whether this is necessary for learners as well. In some cases it would be more positive to enhance the bank of descriptors so that it can be used in whatever way is appropriate for those working with the ELP. Templates
should not be an imposition but should be used flexibly.
Rolf Schärer thought there was a consensus that the language passport is often very important for
young learners, who find it motivating to compile their own language profile. It has also been suggested that the language passport can make young learners feel like “citizens of Europe”. At the same
time, language passport templates for younger learners should be neither too complex nor prescriptive,
and they should be adaptable to local contexts. Given that a lot of cognitive development takes place
between the ages of 7 and 12, Rolf Schärer agreed that we should attempt to have at least two sets of
descriptors.
David Little recalled that earlier discussion of ELP templates had raised fears that they would become
obligatory. But this had never been the intention. The learning-how-to-learn and intercultural templates, for example, were available to be used as they are or adapted in any way that seems appropriate
to a particular ELP model. The Validation Committee is always concerned to maintain a balance between the European dimension of the ELP and the requirements of the local educational culture.
Lid King felt that his group had not revisited previous discussions; David Little’s discussion paper was
very helpful in the matter of interpreting the CEFR descriptors.
On the issue of applying the CEFR descriptors to first-language skills, Viljo Kohonen thought that
their linguistic dimension should be taken for granted, but that bridges could be built to other competences – sociolinguistic, intercultural, pragmatic, etc. This could create an important point of contact
between mother tongue teaching and foreign language teaching.
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Friday 30 September
The intercultural dimension – Chair: Lid King
A case study: the Russian Federation (Irina Khaleeva)
Russia is the homeland of 160 nationalities or ethnic groups – 80% of the inhabitants are Russian and
20% belong to other nationalities and ethnic groups. These latter include 60 numerically small peoples, e.g., the Nenets (more than 430,000), Evenks (30,000), Akhvakhtsi (about 5,000) in the North
Caucasus. The state language is Russian. Russia’s main linguistic groups are Slav (Russians), Turkic
(Tartars, Chouvashes, Yakuts, Balkars, Khakassians), Finno-Ugric (Mari, Mordvinans, Udmurts,
Komi, Karelians), Caucasian (Chechens, Ingushes, Ossetians, Kabardinians, Avars), Mongolian
(Buryats, Kalmyks), and Paleo-Asian (people of Siberia and the Far North). In addition there has been
an increase in immigration by Armenians (from 0.53 million to 1.13 million people), Azerbaijanis
(from 0.34 million to 0.62 million people), and Tadjiks (from 0.04 million to 0.12 million people).
There are 14 federal ethno-cultural autonomies, over 100 regional and about 300 local ethno-cultural
autonomies, and more than 1,000 different public organizations (figures from early 2003). There are
30 state languages and 5 official languages (Dolgan, Chukchi, Evenk, Even, Yukagir)
Russian has a long history of contact with Turkic languages (over 1500 years), Komi-Permyak languages (7–8 centuries), and the Evenk language (since the early 16th century). Its lexicon shows the
influence of the genetically related Ukrainian and Byelorussian languages (varenik/curd of fruit dumpling, doyarka/milkmaid, pobratim /twin city, malevat/to daub), and of Turkic, Finno-Ugric and Romanian (kovsh/bucket, bakhcha/melon plantation, degot/tar, yantar/amber, dengi/money, bazar/market
place, shashlik/pieces of mutton roasted on a spit, pelmeni/dumplings)
The Russian mentality to a great extent lacks a prevalent ethnic colouring; it has developed as a result
of interaction of various ethnic mentalities. In 1927 the Russian philologist N. Trubetzkoy developed
an approach to the study of mentalities that takes account of the opposition (or compatibility) of the
collective (“symphonic”) ethno-linguistic identity and the individual ethnophone. In this model the
basic concept is “personality”, which is applied both to single persons and to groups of people (the socalled “symphonic personality”). In Trubetzkoy’s terms every nation is a “symphonic personality”
made up of “single-person personalities”, “many-person personalities”, a “single-nation symphonic
personality” and “many-nations symphonic personalities”. When applied to the Russian Federation
this theory helps us both to understand and to shape an approach to maintaining and building a national self-consciousness while at the same time encouraging the different peoples in the country to be
proud of their heritage, culture and language.
According to official data, in 2003–04 the Russian Federation had 6,260 schools (9.9% of the total)
that used a language other than Russian as the medium of instruction, and in 10,404 schools the native
(non-Russian) languages were taught as school subjects (16.4%.). After Russian the most widely used
languages are Tatar, Bashkir, and Chouvash. The least used languages are Latvian, Modern Greek,
Georgian, Estonian, Kazakh, and Polish, as well as the languages of some numerically small indigenous peoples. Today, about 20% of Russian schools teach mono-ethnic students through a language
other than Russian.
Russia has five different kinds of schools: “national schools” where instruction is provided in the native tongue from 1st to 11th grades, and the Russian language is offered as a separate subject (Tatarstan, Bashkiria, Sakha (Yakutia)); “national schools” where instruction is done in the native tongue
and Russian is a separate subject up to the 7th or 9th grades, with senior classes being taught through
the Russian language (rural schools in Touva, Buryatia, Chouvashia, Kalmykia, schools in the North
Caucasus, and the urban schools of Tataria and Bashkortostan); “national schools” where the native
tongue is the medium of instruction and Russian is a subject up to 4th grade, after which Russian becomes the language of instruction (the urban schools of Touva, Kalmykia, Adygeia, North OssetiaAlania, Kabardino-Balkaria, Karachaevo-Cherkesssia, Mariy-El, Mordovia and others); “national
schools” where Russian is the language of instruction from the 1st to the 11th grade and there is a
more profound study of the native tongue and culture (Karelia, Mordovia, Mariy-El, Udmurtia, Komi,
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Komi-Permyak Administrative District, schools where children of numerically small indigenous peoples of the Far North, Siberia and the Far East study); and “national schools” where the native tongue
is the medium of instruction from the 1st to the 11th grade, after which Russian is the language of instruction (traveling schools beyond the Polar Circle, traveling family schools of Yamalo-Nenetski
Administrative District and other territories). Currently 31 written languages are used in Russian
schools, 13 at primary level, 6 in the compulsory stage of 9-year school, and 12 at secondary level.

ELPs developed in other countries adopt different strategies for developing intercultural competence: encouraging the acquisition of a certain amount of linguistic and cultural knowledge,
observing cultural differences, and describing linguistic and intercultural experiences with native
speakers. The Russian ELP models proceed from a broader definition of culture, viewing language not
only as one of the means of transmitting culture but also as a major independent component, reflecting
a certain way of perceiving and understanding the world and a key to understanding culture seen as the
interaction of different mentalities. Russian ways of coping with cultural diversity may differ in many
respects from Western Europe, and that is why a dialogue in the context of the Council of Europe is so
important.

General introduction to intercultural competence and its relation to
communicative competence; specific introduction to the issues involved
in assessing intercultural competence – Michael Byram
Communicative competence is made up of linguistic/grammatical competence, sociolinguistic competence, and other elements that differ from theory to theory. It continues the tradition of deferring to the
native speaker, e.g. van Ek (1986): “If a learner is unaware of the associations that certain manners of
expression may carry for a speaker of the target language this may lead to disturbance or even breakdown of communication.” This implies that the native speaker has some kind of special authority.
Intercultural competence is made up of a number of different dimensions: knowledge of “otherness”
(savoirs), attitudes of curiosity/openness (savoir être), skills of interpreting/relating (savoir comprendre), skills of discovery/interaction (savoir apprendre/faire), and critical cultural awareness/critical
activity, which is part of citizenship education. Intercultural competence is modelled not on the native
speaker but on the “intercultural speaker” whose role is that of interpreter and mediator and who occupies a decentred perspective.
Communicative competence aims at integration into the target language community. Consider, for example, the descriptor for C2 interaction: Can interact with ease and skill […]. Can interweave his/her
contribution into the joint discourse with fully natural turntaking, referencing, allusion making, etc.
What exactly is the meaning of “natural” here?
Intercultural competence aims at being a “mediator”, decentring from one’s own community without
integration into the target community and without imitating or deferring to the native speaker. Success
in developing intercultural competence is measured in terms of the interpretation of one culture to another, the explanation of contrasting interpretations of reality, and the resolution of conflicting opinions: all things that have to do with how difference is dealt with.
If we define assessment as allocating something to a point on objective scale and evaluation as judgement against subjective criteria (including values), then success in assessment depends on the competence of the assessee as measured on a scale, whereas success in evaluation is a matter of engagement
with “the other”, which depends on the assessee and the other, and judgement depends on moral and
ethical views? The question immediately arises, Whose moral and ethical views?
The distinction between assessment and evaluation can be illustrated by reference to an English examination at a German university about the situation in Northern Ireland. The professor described the
situation as colonialism, while the student expressed racist views against Catholics at C2 level. What
grade should the student be given? From the perspective of communicative competence he merits C2,
but from the perspective of intercultural competence (e.g. attitudes of curiosity and openness) he may
deserve to fail. Or one might ask: Who fails? The student or the professor?
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The proposed autobiography of key intercultural experiences seeks to operationalize key theoretical
concepts via critical questions in the autobiography itself. These focus on the learner’s
• attitudes and affective capacities: acknowledging the identities of others (“Who else was involved?”), respecting otherness (“The other people … way of seeing it …”), tolerance for ambiguity (“‘I can see similarities and differences …”), and empathy (“The other people … “);
• behaviour: flexibility (“How do you see your responses now?”) and communicative awareness (“I
needed to talk/write … differently…”)
• cognitive capacities: knowledge (“I already knew things about …”), knowledge discovery (“I tried
to find out by asking questions …”), interpreting and relating (“the experience involved something
… similar …”), and critical cultural awareness (“There were aspects … I approve/disapprove…”).
The autobiography is intended for adolescents and adults, because it presupposes (i) a certain level of
reflection and self-analysis and (ii) the language level required by the questions.
The workshop has two purposes: (i) to enable participants to become more familiar with the proposal;
and (ii) to discuss if and how the autobiography can be integrated into the ELP. For the first 45 minutes participants should work in pairs to complete the autobiography, asking themselves the question,
Is a mentor necessary/appropriate? Then, for an hour, participants should form groups to discuss
• Moral/ethical issues, e.g.: Problems of encouraging judgements? Focus on difference/negative experience? How to choose the experience?
• Pedagogical issues, e.g.: Reporting versus pedagogical function? Which language – one’s own, the
target language, or a mixture of the two? Again, is a mentor necessary?
• Technical issues, e.g.: Usefulness of suggested points/questions? Ambiguity of questions? Length
and time for completion?
• General response?
The workshop groups were the same as on Thursday.

Plenary feedback (round table: Irina Khaleeva and Michael Byram) –
Chair: Lid King
French-speaking Group (Gilbert de Samblanc)
• The autobiography is rich and interesting, but it focuses on personal and potentially delicate issues.
The group wondered whether all this reflection is appropriate to a language portfolio; there is after
all non-linguistic as well as linguistic culture.
• There is a need for great tact in formulating the questions. One word shocked the French group:
“judgement”, though this probably arises from a problem of translatability.
• The group could not decide whether a mentor is necessary, but thought such a procedure would be
appropriate for adolescents if they wanted it.
• The learner should decide on the language of the autobiography, but L1 may be most appropriate.
• Where would this autobiography fit in the ELP?
English group 2 (Viljo Kohonen)
How can we take reflection beyond personal experience? This is a pedagogical issue.
The ELP is the property of the learner. This raises the problem of what to write in the ELP, what to
share and what not to share. How should the teacher mediate such personal issues?
• How are we to reconcile personal development with the development of linguistic proficiency? The
group expressed some concern about using up precious lesson time, unless stories can be shared in
the target language. What is the role of personal growth in becoming an intercultural person?
Clearly the teacher plays an essential role in stimulating intercultural awareness, which is an issue
for teacher training.
•
•

German-speaking group (Heike Speitz)
Negative experiences are the ones that we remember; hence the tendency to emphasize difference.
The discussion paper lacks an introduction; it also needs a follow-up.
Teachers need training if they are to promote the development of intercultural competence.

•
•
•
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The proposed autobiography has pedagogical functions of awareness raising and reflection, but
what comes next? What do we do with experiences that touch us as individuals.
• The choice of language should be left to the users, because there are different learning situations.
• The group reacted quite critically to the way the questions were formulated (they are quite complex
and metalinguistic). Some of them are very dependent on an intercultural partner. The group wondered what the reference points were for describing the reactions of oneself and others
English-speaking group 1 (Maria Stoicheva)
Moral and ethical issues: “judgemental” is not the most appropriate word in this situation; “reflection” would be better. How deep should analysis go? The group found the questions to be neutral.
• “Mentor” is not the right word; “listener” might be better. The “listener” should be chosen by the
“subject”.
• Technical issues: there is some repetition/redundancy; the group was not happy with closed questions; the explanatory notes are sometimes too constraining; the request to write could be a hindrance to the activity, making it more complex.
• Crucial issues: age-dependency; the place of interculturalism in the curriculum. The autobiography
is useful, but it should not become a formal part of the ELP. Perhaps it could be included as a supplement. It is linked to language learning only if the learner can complete it in the target language.
Intercultural competence should be a thread running through language education, not an “add-on”.
•

In the limited time available for discussion Lid King decided to concentrate on two issues:
(i) Moral. Michael Byram argued that how one deals with the moral implications of the intercultural
autobiography depends on one’s view of language teaching: interculturalism is important if teaching
addresses the whole person. Irina Khaleeva thought that the ELP itself might help to solve the problem
for teacher training, though we may need a special bank of descriptors. Joseph Sheils noted that the
Council of Europe is developing a bank of descriptors for democratic citizenship; also that intercultural awareness runs across the whole curriculum.
(ii) Why should the intercultural autobiography be included in the ELP? Michael Byram thought that
the answer to this question depends on how one sees oneself as a language teacher. If language teaching is concerned only with skills, we are not “doing” education. Rolf Schärer wondered whether the
autobiography could be used to develop a link between the individual orientation of the ELP and the
“symphonic” personality of groups. Viljo Kohonen supported Michael Byram in distinguishing between communicative competence and intercultural communicative competence, which in his view
marks a paradigm shift in language education.

Show-and-tell
Using the ELP to develop a language learning environment
Edward Kurlyand
This report described the process of introducing the ELP in the Altai region in the south-western part
of Siberia, with a population of 2.7 million, a multicultural community of 110 ethnic groups (90%
Russian, 3.9% German, 2.9% Ukrainian). All universities, colleges and schools in the Altai region offer foreign language studies as part of the core curriculum of the Russian Federation, with centrally
established standards. In addition, many schools use a special regional component to extend their language programmes. The Regional Education Committee in cooperation with the Faculty of Foreign
Languages of Barnaul State Pedagogical University decided to pilot and evaluate the Russian versions
of the ELP in the Altai region.
This ELP project was launched in 1998 and involved 180 pupils in five secondary schools and 85 students at three universities. After studying the experience gained during this pilot process, the project
team concluded (i) that the ELP is better suited to schools that begin intensive foreign language programmes from primary level, and (ii) that it took longer than they had expected for learners to recognize how they could use the ELP to plan their learning and assess their progress.
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State secondary school 69 in Barnaul, which had been very active in the pilot project, was chosen for
an experiment that placed particular emphasis on cultural diversity programmes and the exploration of
family roots in order to promote respect, tolerance and understanding between different ethnic groups
in the Altai region. This initiative proved effective and aroused the interest of teachers of other subjects. It also opened up for the students new prospects of language use and motivated them to apply
the principles underlying the ELP to their work in other subjects.
The ELP and whole-school language policy
E. Kuritsina
The ELP project in Vladimir started in 1997 and gave rise to profound changes. Linguistic Gymnasium 23 strives to equip its pupils with a broad education that enables them to understand and take part
in today’s complex political, socio-economic and socio-cultural world in the Vladimir region, Russia
and the world. In order to achieve this goal it is necessary to stimulate the formation of a linguistic
personality based on the development of a linguistic mentality. In this process external evaluation and
internal self-assessment need to be carefully balanced. The ELP has become a necessary and useful
instrument in this endeavour, significantly changing the role of the teachers in the whole educational
process and allowing a partnership to develop with the learners. It also became a stimulus for crosscurricular work and relations. One of the most positive effects of the ELP is that it helps develop cooperation in communication, and tolerance and respect towards native and foreign languages and cultures. Another positive effect is that pupils learn how to assess themselves.
Following E. Kuritsina’s presentation, pupils from the school gave a performance that illustrated the
role played by the ELP both in their classroom learning and in their contact with other languages and
cultures outside the classroom. Those seminar participants who saw this performance were so impressed by it that it was repeated in the presence of the Minister of Education and Science at the end of
the show-and-tell session.

The Russian ELP for philologists
Kira Iriskhanova
The ELP for philologists was designed to support the linguistic and professional development of language teachers, interpreters and translators. Professionally oriented descriptors are a distinctive feature
of the model, which is based on the CEFR and the Swiss ELP model for learners aged 15+. Since its
validation in 2002, it has been used by some 150 Russian universities and linguistics departments:
2,841 learners in pre- and in-service training and 159 trainers have been involved. The feedback from
trainees and trainers has been generally positive. The following modifications have been suggested for
the next edition:
• use classroom teaching activities (e.g. explaining, correcting, commenting, etc.) as headings under
which to group the required language competence and scale descriptors;
• revise and rearrange the profession-related language skill descriptors for translators and interpreters
in a more logical and user-friendly way;
• provide more space and translate descriptors as far as possible into the languages of the larger ethnic groups of the Russian Federation.
Alexandra, a student of Moscow State Linguistic University, gave an eloquent account of her use of
the ELP for philologists and what it had come to mean to her.
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Soutien à la mise en oeuvre du PEL (impel)
Programme d’activités du CELV 2004 – 2007: Echange d’expériences, d’exemples de bonnes
pratiques et d’outils de soutien
Coordinateur : Hans Ulrich Bosshard (Suisse)
Equipe de projet : Gisella Langé (Italie), Dick Meijer (Pays-Bas), Gabriele Tänzer (Allemagne), John
Thorogood (Royaume-Uni), Rolf Schärer (Suisse)
Etat d’avancement Septembre 2005
Le point de départ – 69 modèles de PEL étaient validés en septembre 2005 et d’autres sont en cours
de pilotage ou de planification. Le nombre d’apprenants équipés d’un PEL est estimé à plus d’un million. Il existe cependant une variété considérable concernant la structure et l’organisation de la mise en
oeuvre du PEL. C’est pourquoi un soutien et une plate-forme pour les responsables de projets de mise
en oeuvre sont nécessaires.
L’objectif du projet – Collecter et échanger des informations sur les expériences de mise en oeuvre
du PEL ; collecter des exemples de bonnes pratiques ; élaborer des outils de planification, de pilotage
et de retour d’information afin de fournir un soutien à la gestion de projets de mise en oeuvre du PEL.
Ce projet est mené en collaboration avec la Division des politiques linguistiques du Conseil de
l’Europe.
La procédure – Réunion de l’équipe de projet et de 4 experts supplémentaires (responsables de
grands projets de mise en oeuvre du PEL) deux fois par an ; utilisation d’un espace de travail coopératif ; atelier du CELV pour les responsables d’autres projets de mise en oeuvre en Mars 2007 ; rapports
réguliers sur l’avancement des travaux dans le cadre des séminaires annuels sur le PEL de la Division
des politiques linguistiques (DPL) du Conseil de l’Europe
Les résultats attendus – Des instruments de planification, de supervision et de retour d’information
sur le site web du PEL du CELV et sur CD-Rom ; un groupe clé d’experts expérimentés capables de
conseiller les responsables d’autres projets de mise en oeuvre du PEL ; un nombre considérable de
responsables de projets de mise en oeuvre du PEL formés.
Résultats intermédiaires – 12 projets de mise en oeuvre PEL ont été etudiés lors de 4 réunions dès le
début du projet:
• Les projets des membres du groupe de projet: Lombardie / Italie; Pays Bas; Royaume Uni; Suisse;
Thuringue / Allemagne.
• Les projets des expert(e)s invité(e)s: Autriche; Bulgarie; Espagne; Fédération de Russie; Grèce;
Pologne, Suède.
Depuis septembre 2004, le groupe de projet est renforcé par Mme Sally Rehorick, Université du Nouveau Brunswick, en mission permanente d’observation au nom du gouvernement Canadien.
Les 12 projets présentés lors des réunions sont d’une variété considérable quant à la structure et à
l’organisation de la mise en oeuvre. Une grille a été développée pour structurer les informations et
pour comparer les projets de mise en oeuvre. Ainsi, les charactéristiques et les paramètres définis peuvent être démontrés.
Une plateforme d’information interactive sur le site web du projet sera mis en phase d’essai vers la fin
2005.
Adresses utiles
Site web du CELV: www.ecml.at
Site web de projet: www.ecml.at/mtp2/impel
www.coe.int
Adresse électronique du coordinateur: h.bosshard@sg.ch

•
•
•
•
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Piloter les Portfolios en Croatie – quelques leçons à apprendre
Yvonne Vrhovac
Après avoir piloté les portfolios dans les écoles de différentes régions de Croatie, nous avons rencontré
certaines difficultés surtout avec le PEL pour les jeunes apprenants (notre PEL se rapporte à des enfants âgés de 8 à 10 ans). Les difficultés portaient sur la compréhension des descripteurs et une sorte
d’incapacité de comprendre et puis de répondre à des questions se rapportant à la partie interculturelle
de la biographie langagière. Après avoir recueilli ces expériences le comité national pour l’élaboration
des portfolios a travaillé d’abord sur l’adaptation de certains descripteurs.
1. Nous nous sommes rendus compte que certains descripteurs étaient trop longs et qu’ils posaient des
problèmes aux jeunes apprenants de les lire (même en langue maternelle), de comprendre ce qu’ils
voulaient dire et puis d’y répondre. Nous avons donc décidé de simplifier langagièrement certains
descripteurs (par ex. I can say thank you, or I can say please), de les couper en deux (par ex. je
peux nommer trois animaux domestiques; je peux nommer trois animaux sauvages) ou en plusieurs
parties, de les rapprocher du curriculum – c’est-à-dire du contenu du travail effectué en classe auquel les enfants étaient habitués. A certains descripteurs nous avons également ajouté la situation
contextuelle dans laquelle les enfants pouvaient utiliser ces descripteurs ou la situation simulée que
les enfants ont vécue en classe.
Nous avons remarqué que les enfants étaient très motivés à remplir la partie avec des questions qui
portaient sur les éléments interculturels mais en même temps ils étaient incapables de juger ce qui est
autochtone et ce qui est « étranger » – ce qui appartient à la culture dans laquelle ils se développent et
ce qui appartient à l’Autre. Très désireux de remplir aussi cette partie de la biographie langagière, ils
ont été tout à fait déprimés ne sachant pas ce qu’on voulait d’eux. On s’est donc rendu compte qu’il
fallait aider les apprenants en leur indiquant certaines catégories où ils pouvaient venir en contact avec
ce qui appartient à l’autre comme par ex. les voyages (avec les parents, la famille), la rencontre des
touristes (puisque la Croatie est un pays touristique), en suivant les programmes de la télé, en regardant attentivement les éléments dans leur entourage (par ex. la pub, les marques des produits alimentaires, les marques de l’équipement sportif, les magazines et les BDs étrangères, etc.). On s’est rendu
compte que les apprenants de cet âge avaient absolument besoin d’être guidés dans la compréhension
de ces questions.
2. Les collègues qui enseignent les langues anciennes, le grec et le latin, dans certaines filières se sont
sentis un peu vexés car leurs apprenants ne pouvaient pas faire preuve de leurs compétences langagières dans le domaine de ces langues. Après de longues discussions et après avoir consulté les collègues du Conseil de l’Europe impliqués dans la problématique du PEL, nous nous sommes décidés
d’inclure dans les portfolios pour les jeunes adolescents (11 à 14/15 ans) et les adolescents (15 à 18
ans) les parties dans lesquelles les apprenants pouvaient faire preuve de leurs compétences en latin
et grec – dans les parties qui se rapportent à la compréhension et à la production écrites.
Une fois nos portfolios validés, nous avons encore beaucoup d’efforts à faire en préparant les enseignants au travail avec cet outil pédagogique.
Piloting a European Language Portfolio in Denmark: Min første Sprogportfolio
Eva Kambskard
In the Danish educational system compulsory schooling (Folkeskolen), from grade 0 to grade 10, is
the responsibility of the municipalities, of which there are 275. At the next level of administration are
the counties, which deal with upper secondary and adult education, whereas universities and other
third-level institutions are taken care of at state level. Until around the year 2000 the national curriculum set up by the Ministry of Education was only advisory for the municipality schools, but today key
competences are defined for the different stages in each subject and embodied in the aims and objectives that students and teachers have to work towards. However, teachers are still free in their choice
of methodology.
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In Denmark there is a strong bottom-up tradition when it comes to experimenting with and implementing new ideas in education at Folkeskole level. Teachers with new ideas are always welcome to describe an innovative project and then perhaps get support from the local authority to try it out, provided they are prepared to share their new experience with colleagues. If their project is successful it
may result in an official change of practice. New initiatives often arise in connexion with or as a result
of in-service teacher training.
Denmark has 14 counties and in every county there is an Education Centre where teachers can review
all the teaching materials on the Danish market, take in-service courses, or get into a dialogue with a
subject-specific pedagogical consultant.
Having translated the CEFR and the self-assessment grid into Danish and having written numerous
articles about the ELP without receiving any significant feedback or reaction, I felt – as the national
coordinator for the ELP in Denmark – that something had to be done. So I called upon the help of a
colleague who like myself is a pedagogical consultant for foreign languages, Hanne Thomsen. We are
both experienced developers of methods for the teaching of foreign languages, and we felt inspired by
the idea of working together with the other language consultants all over the country in a national pilot
project. We proposed the idea at the annual meeting of the consultants, our colleagues were enthusiastic, and that encouraged the two of us to sit down in our spare time and develop Min første Sprogportfolio for young learners aged 9+, together with a teacher’s guide, consulting the Guide for Developers.
We had support from the Education Centres and the Ministry of Education gave a sum of money that
almost paid for the lay-out and printing of the pilot edition of 15,000 copies. We introduced Min første
Sprogportfolio at the annual meeting of pedagogical consultants for foreign languages in April 2004 in
Roskilde, where David Little was our keynote speaker. We proposed a programme to introduce the
ELP to teachers, a three-lesson course to explain and discuss the background to and use of the portfolio, which the consultants could offer to their teachers locally at their respective county centres. Each
colleague received 1,000 copies of Min første Sprogportfolio. Letters of introduction and invitations to
the teachers together with the teacher’s guide were placed in the consultants’ common electronic platform for networking. Only teachers who had attended a course could get a free set of portfolios for
their classes. Before getting the portfolios the teachers filled in a form giving their name, school and email address, so that we could set up an electronic network. In addition they had to agree to answer an
evaluation questionnaire electronically three times during the pilot period of three years. We put the
evaluation form on the website of the pilot project www.ackbh.dk/portfolio and the teachers answered
over the summer period. So far the response rate is almost 80 %.
We have not yet had the time to analyse the answers properly, but as a starting point we are very
pleased by the high response rate. Every day we have teachers wanting to get the portfolio for their
classes. After minor alterations prompted by teacher feedback and our own reflection we will try to get
Min første Sprogportfolio ready to send in for validation in spring 2006. We do not yet know whether
in future the Education Centres will pay the cost of giving the portfolios free to schools or whether the
schools will have to pay about one euro per portfolio. But validation will decide whether a new edition
will be printed; until then the pilot period continues according to plan.
What do teachers want to know about using the ELP?
Barbara Lazenby Simpson
This presentation was based on information gathered from teachers in Irish primary and secondary
schools who are providing language support to pupils whose mother tongue is not English.
Since 2001 language support teachers have been using validated versions of the European Language
Portfolio, developed by Integrate Ireland Language and Training (IILT), to help their pupils learn the
language of the host community. During a series of in-service seminars delivered by IILT in spring
2005, 427 teachers participated in workshops to identify the type of information that would help them
use the ELP with their learners. The teachers had varying degrees of experience in using the ELP, so
their feedback was representative of teachers generally.
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As a result of the workshop series, it became clear that teachers required information and support of
two different types. First, a number of basic questions were raised about ELP implementation, for example, how frequently it should be used, at what point in a teaching cycle, how long it should take to
complete, and so on. The second category of information requested was related to specific pages in the
ELP and their use. On the basis of this feedback IILT produced a guide to the ELP for primary schools
which (i) answers the general questions raised by teachers and (ii) provides concrete examples of
classroom tasks and activities designed to engage learners with different pages in the ELP. This guide
may be downloaded from the IILT website (www.iilt.ie).
Participants in the Moscow workshop expressed considerable interest in the process of gathering information from teachers and responding to their needs through the production of an ELP guide. Many
of them had not yet reached a stage in ELP implementation in their own countries where it was possible to elicit the sort of feedback described. In effect, the process presented in the Moscow seminar
workshop represented a relatively advanced stage of ELP implementation and one which may need to
be addressed more generally in the future.

The Dutch electronic ELP
Dick Meijer
The electronic website has been online since 1 September 2004. The show-and-tell session described
the development of the website since then and provided information about the implementation projects. In September 2005 there were 7,200 accounts, about 500 of them held by teachers, who have
their own teacher’s language portfolio. It is expected that by summer 2006 approximately 12,000 pupils and students will have an account.
The ELP website presents the three sections of the ELP (language passport, language biography and
dossier) and also describes learning activities which might help account holders to plan their own
learning.
The user statistics yield interesting information. For example, although the website explains that it is
not necessary to work on the portfolio during the time the learner is at school, it is clear that working
on the ELP is a school-based activity. Some statistics were shown in the show-and-tell session, the
greater part of which was devoted to a demonstration of the website.
The teachers and learners who participated in pilot projects gave a lot of feedback. The main topics
were user-friendliness and ways of monitoring learners’ activities. Feedback leads almost automatically to changes, and some future modifications were described in the session. The teacher’s portfolio
was also demonstrated.
CROMO (Crossborder Module): Trilateral cross-border supplement (Austria, Italy, Slovenia)
Gunther Abuja, Gisella Langé, Janez Skela
This project was launched as an initiative of the Italian authorities, who approached the Austrian Ministry of Education with the wish to cooperate on an educational trilateral project including Italy (the
region of Friuli-Venezia Giulia supported by the Ministry of Education), Austria and Slovenia. From
the very beginning the objective was the common construction of a trilateral ELP to be validated by
the Council of Europe. In a first meeting in Udine, Italy, in May 2005, representatives from all three
countries discussed possible topics for work and feasible ways of realizing it. After thoroughly discussing the different viewpoints of the three partners and exchanging ideas on possible ELP projects,
the group decided to develop a trilateral intercultural “module” that could serve as an additional element to each of the existing ELPs of the participating countries. The “module” was to be developed in
close cooperation between national working parties, its members usually coming from schools in the
border regions. These schools (with students aged 15+) usually have already had contacts with schools
abroad. The concrete work plan and time schedule has not been fixed yet, but the next envisaged meeting in mid-October 2005 will move the project a step further in this respect.
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The general aim of this intercultural module/supplement would be:
a) To use trilateral contacts in the border regions for fruitful intercultural contacts.
b) To enhance school partnerships and mutual exchange (visits, common projects).
Outcomes
A teacher training module, possibly a teacher training pack.
A guide for teachers.

•
•

Crucial issues discussed during the first meeting in May 2005:
Preventing ELP proliferation: the new tool should not be in conflict with existing national ELP development and implementation policies and approaches.
• Preventing competition with existing national/regional ELPs: the new tool should not be perceived
as something taking the place of ELPs but as something to enhance their value and link ELP-using
cross-border communities.
• Teacher training: teachers should be properly prepared for this new perspective, in that it is not another ELP, but an instrument to raise awareness and foster intercultural activities in schools in border communities.
• Links to national curricula.
• Based on the authentic needs of principal stakeholders, to involve: pupils, teachers and teacher
trainers.
• Target languages: English and in particular German, Italian, Slovene – to promote the learning of
the three languages spoken in these bordering areas by creating “authentic needs”.
• Raising motivation through activation for students.
• Involving parents.
• Use of ICT also to simulate cooperation between schools: work together using the three languages
(look at e-twinning opportunities).
• Cost: a downloadable version of the supplement or online version would increase access and cut
costs.
• Take into consideration the needs of the different partners and existing materials in order to come
to an agreement on what to put in the supplement.
• Added value: complementing citizenship education
• Look for support from the outside:
a) policy level – Council of Europe . It is not common for the Language Policy Division to endorse any specific language-learning tool or approach, but it should be informed about the
added value of the project idea to the ELP so that it can look favourably on it. In particular,
this idea may open new doors within the consolidation phase of the ELP (cf. Rolf Schärer’s
time line).
b) technical level: ECML (Graz), others?
c) resources level: EC – ESF, COMENIUS 1.3 (foster trilateral school development projects)
and 2.1 (teacher-training courses), Accompanying Measures (trilateral international seminars), Interreg (Spring call); e-twinning programme (unfunded collaboration opportunities).
•

Reference documents
D. Little and B. Simpson, The Intercultural Component and Learning How to Learn, Council of
Europe, August 2003.
M. Byram, Theoretical model and proposed template for an Autobiography of “Key intercultural experiences”. Draft, August 2005.
ECML reference projects
• IMPEL (ELP implementation through exchange of experiences, best practice examples and support
tools)
• ELP_TT (ELP teacher training material)
EU-funded reference projects
• CEFTrain (interactive introduction to CEFR descriptors, scales, levels)
• PLEASE (self-assessment tools for teachers)
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Results of research into the Czech ELP project
Radka Perclová
The research focused on the beliefs and attitudes of primary and lower-secondary teachers and learners
who piloted the ELP (53 teachers of English, German and French, their 902 learners, and a group of
53 potential ELP teacher trainers). The learners considered language learning both useful and interesting and, correspondingly, a high percentage of them evaluated the work with the ELP very positively
(the response “useful and interesting” was given by 72% of the learners). While there was not a statistically significant difference between boys’ and girls’ attitudes towards language learning and between
attitudes of learners of a different age, chi-square analysis indicated that girls and younger learners
adopted a positive attitude towards the use of the ELP more frequently than boys and older learners,
who tended to be more critical. As expected, there was a reciprocal relationship between the learners’
attitudes towards language learning and their school report grades (the better the grades, the more
positive the learners’ attitudes towards language learning were). However, a statistically significant
relation between the learners’ attitudes towards the ELP and their school report grades was not established, i.e., the observed frequencies did not differentiate significantly between high achievers and
lower and low achievers.
ELP implementation undoubtedly encouraged teacher reflection and turned teachers’ attention to the
development of new techniques. Teachers’ beliefs and attitudes tended to be favourable to an ELPrelated pedagogy. The majority of the teachers considered the project intuitively plausible and they
understood the aims of the ELP in theory, but they appeared to lag behind in practice – either in
amending the content of language learning or in accommodating new approaches. The ELP concept
appeared to be too complex for them and they often concentrated on certain chosen aspects. They expressed different interests, highlighted different ELP features and developed, tried and preferred different ways of implementing the ELP. The ELP allowed methodological flexibility and its use incorporated a variety of options. However, several basic patterns form a continuum. The categories of the
continuum can be classified as teacher-directed and learner-directed and as assessment-oriented and
goal-oriented. Teacher-directed and assessment-oriented categories were very popular in the Czech
project. One conclusion that could be drawn is that a wide variety of approaches to ELP implementation should be expected, and that this diversity should be recognized as a natural response to a challenging innovation.

The Finnish national ELP implementation project
Viljo Kohonen
The Finnish national implementation project (ELP Mentor Project, 2001–04, funded by the National
Board of Education and coordinated by Viljo Kohonen) had the goal of delegating ELP mentoring to
the universities in charge of pre-service language teacher education (Tampere, Helsinki, Turku, Joensuu, Jyväskylä, Oulu). Each of the participating universities had an independent sub-project involving
a group of teachers and their students (total of some 65 teachers and 1,500 students). The site-based
projects were coordinated by a collegial work pair consisting of researchers and teachers at the department of teacher education and/or the university practice school. The university coordinators (and
several practising teachers) attended 3–4 intensive workshop days each year at the University of Tampere, discussing the theoretical backgrounds of the CEFR and the ELP, current European developments in the pan-European implementation project, the use of the self-assessment grid, and the issues
arising from ongoing project work. The project coordinators also submitted annual reports on the
progress of their projects, based on the individual experimenting teachers’ reports.
At the end of the project (spring 2004), qualitative data was collected to investigate the experiences
gained in the ELP implementation work carried out at the six universities. In addition to the annual
reports, which included samples of teacher-designed teaching materials, teacher reflections and students’ portfolio work, recorded thematic interviews (each lasting 20–30 minutes) were obtained from
9 participating teachers and 38 students, from primary to upper secondary levels.
In an analysis of the students’ experiences, the following content categories emerged from the data:
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1. Experiences related to the learning/study processes (ownership of the ELP; problems of the
amount of work to be done, especially in the upper secondary school; the role of peer cooperation/peer assessment).
2. Change processes (possibility of authentic communication in connection with the portfolio assignments; acceptance of responsibility for the work; a new learning culture of cooperative learning)
3. Assessment culture (ethos of assessment done by the teacher; ethos of working alone; significance
of teacher guidance)
4. A broad variety of learning outcomes (strategies of language learning; organizing one’s work, thus
making student learning more visible to the participants).
The presentation was illustrated by student quotations taken from each of the content categories.
While the ELP was clearly seen as having significant potential for promoting student learning, the
quality of student experiences was also related to the kind of support, feedback and guidance that the
teacher was able to give to individual students, and to the learning culture established by the teacher in
the group. Teacher support was crucial for positive experiences to develop. The findings thus showed
that the participants were in the middle of a major educational change.

Europass
Christopher Reynolds
Following a decision by the European Parliament and the Council of the European Union in December
2004, the European Language Passport, a constituent part of the Council of Europe’s European Language Portfolio, was made one of the five documents comprising Europass, a framework designed to
increase the transparency of qualifications and competences. The electronic version developed as a
result of this decision is called the Europass Language Passport. Europass was officially launched in
Luxembourg in January 2005.
The aim of the show-and-tell presentation was to outline the background to and development of the
Europass Language Passport and to give a demonstration of how to fill it in on line. A direct link between the European Language Portfolio and Europass websites was now operational. In particular, it
was pointed out that the Europass Language Passport was available to users anywhere, whether or not
they lived within the EU, and that following an agreement between the Council of Europe and Cedefop, the agency which has overall responsibility for Europass, it would gradually be translated into the
languages of all the Council of Europe member states. Attention was also drawn to the links on the
Europass website to the National Europass Centres (NEC), thirteen of which are already active. The
ELP Contact Persons were encouraged to get in touch with the NECs to see how they might best help
promote the Europass Language Passport and the European Language Portfolio as a whole.
Finally, it was pointed out that the Europass Language Passport had been designed to present a “snapshot” of an individual’s skills and competences at any given moment, thereby facilitating mobility
throughout Europe, particularly, but not exclusively, in the field of employment. It could not, nor was
it intended to replace the European Language Portfolio, which had both pedagogical and reporting
functions. It was recognized that ELP Contact Persons may have to explain this fundamental difference to any authorities that considered that the existence of Europass made support for a European
Language Portfolio redundant. The Council of Europe’s Language Policy Division would naturally be
happy to assist any Contact Person who was encountering difficulties of this nature.
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Training teachers to use the European Language Portfolio: Project C6 of ECML’s 2nd
medium-term programme (ELP_TT)
David Little
The project team comprises David Little (Ireland, co-ordinator), Hans-Peter Hodel (Switzerland), Viljo Kohonen (Finland), Dick Meijer (The Netherlands), Radka Perclová (Czech Republic)
The aim of the project is to support the implementation of the ELP in Council of Europe member
states by developing materials and activities in English and French for ELP-related teacher training,
mediating the materials and activities in a central workshop (November 2004), supporting national
follow-up events (2005–06), and making the kit of materials and activities generally available (2007).
The expected outcomes are (i) teacher training materials and activities, mediated at the central workshop, further developed through use at the follow-up events, and made available to potential users on
CD-ROM and via the ECML website; up to 40 multipliers at international level (central workshop)
and an indefinite number of multipliers at national level (via the follow-up events); dissemination of
results via online reports on the central workshop, national training events and follow-up projects, and
a final report on the project compiled by the project team (to be available both online and in hard
copy).
The components of the training kit are:
1. The Common European Framework: activities, competences, levels (Hans-Peter Hodel)
2. Self-assessment in relation to the common reference levels: how do I know what level I am at, and
how do I prove it? (Dick Meijer)
3. Learning to learn: a model of reflection for teacher trainers, teachers and learners
(Viljo Kohonen)
4. Learner autonomy: drawing together the threads of self-assessment, goal-setting, reflection
(David Little)
5. Language in the ELP: language(s) of presentation and process; plurilingualism
(Radka Perclová)
6. The intercultural dimension: global simulation (Dick Meijer)
7. Integrating the ELP with language curricula and textbooks; using the ELP to go beyond the textbook (Viljo Kohonen, Radka Perclová, Hans-Peter Hodel)
8. Connecting assessment with the ELP and the common reference levels (Hans-Peter Hodel)
The central workshop was held in November 2004. There were 37 participants from 32 countries: Albania, Andorra, Armenia, Austria, Croatia, Cyprus, Czech Republic, Estonia, Finland, “Former Yugoslav Republic of Macedonia”, France, Germany, Greece, Hungary, Iceland, Ireland, Italy, Latvia,
Liechtenstein, Lithuania, Malta, Netherlands, Norway, Poland, Romania, Russian Federation, Slovak
Republic, Slovenia, Spain, Sweden, Switzerland, United Kingdom. The working methods were: plenary input, group discussion, and individual reflection. As the workshop progressed handouts and
notes gradually formed a portfolio of materials for ELP-related teacher training.
In 2005 and 2006 follow-up events are expected to take place in the following countries: Finland, Armenia, Liechtenstein, Norway, Croatia, Sweden, Germany, Lithuania, Estonia, France, Latvia, Romania, Czech Republic, Albania, Hungary, Ireland, Austria, Iceland, “The Former Yugoslav Republic of
Macedonia”.

Plenary feedback on show and tell: round table (Rolf Schärer, Lid King,
Gilbert de Samblanc, Gloria Fischer) – Chair: Michael Byram
The members of the round table were asked to say what had most struck them about the show-and-tell
presentations they had attended. Gilbert de Samblanc said he was shocked to learn that some children
using the ELP do not know that they belong to a particular culture. Rolf Schärer was impressed by the
impact of the ELP on Linguistic Gymnasium 23 in Vladimir. Gloria Fischer had been reminded that
creating a good ELP is important, but you also need an implementation strategy. Lid King offered two
subjective impressions: singing is a good thing, and the ELP approach is helping to create new inter-
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cultural opportunities via drama and music. He also noted that he can understand Viljo Kohonen when
he speaks German, whereas he cannot understand native speakers, and wondered what this means for
language learning. Gloria Fischer was very impressed by the use of the ELP to develop a whole-school
approach to language learning. Rolf Schärer thought we were at a turning point for the ELP, from development to implementation. He was struck by the effectiveness of the ECML ELP workshops, but
noted that we must find a way of ensuring that we do not leave behind those Council of Europe member countries that do not belong to Graz. Gilbert de Samblanc found the tri-lateral project interesting
both in itself and for its technique of devising a common supplement to ELPs that have already been
validated.
From the floor, Irina Smoliannikova said she was very impressed by the possibilities opened up by
electronic ELPs and by the impact of the ELP on philologists. She thought this approach could usefully be extended to other specialist areas. Kira Iriskhanova suggested that the Vladimir experience
should be documented and published. She also suggested that in the future we need to go back to the
intercultural component and further explore its complexity and the different approaches that have been
developed in different countries. David Little thought that the philologists’ ELP was an obvious way
of preparing future teachers to use the ELP with their learners.
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Visit of the Minister of Education and Science of the Russian Federation
Irina Khaleeva introduced the Minister of Education and Science, Andrey Fursenko, and invited him
to address the seminar in Russian, English or French.
The Minister explained that he could not say a word in French and was hesitant to speak English in
such company; but he thought that perhaps his position gave him some excuse, so he would address
the seminar in English. He said that it was an honour to visit the seminar and apologized for not being
able to attend the official opening. In his view the seminar was a very important event. Language creates business for everyone, and every country is in the permanent process of changing its educational
system. In the midst of all the discussion it is clear that there are not so many basic school subjects;
maths is one, languages are another. The ELP is important because it supports language learning, and
a new language brings new life – it is more than a new educational opportunity, it changes your mentality. The Minister thanked Irina Khaleeva for her effort on behalf of language learning and teaching
in the Russian Federation. Russia today is a multilingual country, and the languages of Russia are
learned as well as foreign languages. Russians are proud of the Russian language and hope that people
from other countries will also learn the language. At the same time the Ministry is concerned to create
a situation in which the languages of other countries can be learnt, not just English. It is important that
young people can speak a few languages, and that they can choose the languages they learn. Language
learning and teaching will become increasingly important in the future, and it will provide young people throughout Europe with an important opportunity. We must create the intellectual as well as the
administrative opportunity to visit other languages.
On behalf of all present Irina Khaleeva thanked the Minister for visiting the seminar. On behalf of the
Council of Europe Joseph Sheils thanked the Minister for attending and for almost fifteen years of excellent cooperation between the Council of Europe and the Russian Federation in the area of languages, especially via Moscow State Linguistic University. He looked forward to Russia’s presidency
of the Council of Europe in 2006.

Saturday 1 October
Presentation of Russian ELP experience – Chair: Kira Iriskhanova
Kira Iriskhanova reported that at present 75,000 ELPs are in use in 52 regions of the Russian Federation. ELPs for economists and lawyers have been developed but not yet validated. An ELP for a national minority, Avarian (North Caucasus), has been piloted, with very encouraging results; it can be
used to support the learning of Russian. The presentation by learners of various ages would show
something of the Russian ELP experience.
The Vice Principal of Linguistic Gymnasium 1555, Tatiana Petrovna Udina, explained that nine languages are taught in her school: English, French, German, Spanish, Italian, Ukrainian, Armenian,
Japanese, Chinese. All pupils learn two foreign languages, and the ELP has been in use since 1998.
The school has exchanges with France, Germany and the United Kingdom. Ms Udina explained how
teachers, learners and parents are introduced to the idea of the ELP and what it represents. Among the
positive results have been: a more transparent learning process, the introduction of goal-setting and
reflection, more effective development of communication skills and learning strategies. Ms Udina
showed a film of learners greeting seminar participants in various languages, after which pupils from
the 8th grade (13 years old) and their teacher, Nina Koulidjanova, simulated a lesson working with the
ELP.
Pupils from school 1353 (teacher: Yulia Fomina) and school 1528 (teacher: Olga Khadova) in Zelenograd then gave a presentation devised by Z. N. Nikitenko of Moscow State Linguistic University. The
presentation opened with a Russian folk dance to show the children’s national self-identification. The
dance was performed by pupils of the ballet school named after the famous Russian ballerina Olga
Lepeshinskaya. Then the pupils presented their ELP in the form of a role play in which they demonstrated their skills in understanding and speaking English: introducing themselves to the audience and
telling about their families, their town and their favourite food, and asking various questions. After
each activity a new leaf/descriptor was added to the Language Portfolio Tree that symbolized their
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ELPs. In the second part of the presentation three students from school 1528 told the primary pupils
and the audience about the linguistic and cultural experience they had gained working with the ELP.
They also explained how the ELP helped them to get good results and to become good language learners. The whole performance was accompanied by songs sung by a music group from Moscow State
Linguistic University. Their last song, “The European Language Portfolio”, written by Olga Khodakova, Alla Deryabina and Marina Kabanova of school 1353, was sung to the tune of “Yellow Submarine” and the audience joined in:
Come with us and we will show
How many words we know.
We can speak and we can read
And explain to you what we need.
Refrain:
My portfolio helps me every day,
Helps me every day, helps me every day.
With the portfolio we can work and play,
We can work and play, we can work and play.
We will travel everywhere,
We will have friends here and there.
Take my hand, let’s go and look,
The world is open with this book.
Refrain

Coordinator’s summing up (David Little) – Chair: Francis Goullier
Reviewing the content, process and outcomes of the seminar, David Little noted that the Validation
Committee must now
• consider the suggestions concerning key ELP documents, submission dates, etc., and perhaps recommend a course of action to the Language Policy Division;
• consider the views expressed on age-appropriate SAGs and descriptors/checklists and recommend
a possible course of action to the Language Policy Division;
• consider the feedback from the workshops on the intercultural autobiography;
• note the points made in the plenary discussion of the show-and-tell presentations.
Decisions must be taken immediately on at least the first two of these points if new work is to be presented at the 2006 seminar.

Open forum – Chair: Francis Goullier
Lid King wondered about the implications of the discussion about intercultural attitudes: we can
change behaviour, but can we change attitudes? Joe Sheils reminded participants that the Council of
Europe is concerned to promote cultural diversity and the intercultural dimension; we need to make
sure that the ELP can accommodate Council of Europe policy. Rolf Schärer reminded participants that
reports from different countries state that ELPs in their present state of development contribute to the
development of intercultural competence. Irina Khaleeva argued that it is necessary to develop descriptors for intercultural communication. Recalling the distinction that Michael Byram had drawn
between linguistic proficiency and intercultural competence, Viljo Kohonen suggested that the Council of Europe might commission a collection of papers on the theoretical and practical challenge of
educating intercultural speakers and assessing intercultural proficiency.
Gaby Kunsch confessed herself rather confused by the work on intercultural competence. During Luxembourg’s EU presidency there had been a declaration regarding the development of a portfolio for
intercultural competence and education for democratic citizenship. Joseph Sheils said that there was a
proposal to establish a centre of excellence focussed on intercultural competence and education for
democratic citizenship, but that the work was only just beginning. Francis Goullier argued that we
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need to find a way of focussing more intensively on intercultural competence in the ELP, while bearing in mind that it is not a matter exclusively for language teaching.
Noting that there are various portfolios in the Swiss educational system, Hans-Ulrich Bosshard suggested that the 2006 seminar might address the question: What is the position of the ELP in relation to
other portfolios in the educational systems of the member states?
Rolf Schärer suggested that there are three main things we should look at: (i) in a number of places the
implementation of ELPs has started to decline, for political or budgetary reasons, so we need a renewal of political support (the 2006 seminar could look at problems of implementation); (ii) other
Council of Europe projects, e.g. on inter-faith dialogue, are concerned with issues that are also relevant to the ELP (the next seminar might include a brief input on these issues); (iii) perhaps we should
look at the reactions of minorities to the challenges of interculturality.
Gaby Kunsch expressed concern regarding certification on the basis of the CEFR. There is an EU project to establish an item bank, and in Luxembourg the question has been asked: Will this bank be
freely available, or will it be necessary to pay to get access to it? This appears to be an issue for the
Council of Europe, which owns copyright in the Common Reference Levels. Joseph Sheils said that
the question must be answered by the EU Commission: the Council of Europe is providing calibrated
performance examples and a CD-Rom with reading and listening items, but not an item bank.
Gilbert de Samblanc observed that although interculturality is an issue that touches all pupils and students, in Belgium 40% of pupils in schools and 50% of students in technical schools do not take language courses. They will never have an ELP and will be untouched by education for democratic citizenship. Also, for several years ELP models seem to be getting bigger and bigger, grander and
grander. We have turned the ELP into a luxury item, adding new elements and devising more and
more complicated rules. For many countries, developing an ELP takes three or four years, and there is
a fear that by the time they submit their model for validation, it may no longer correspond to the Validation Committee’s expectations.
Mireille Cheval noted that foreign embassies in Russia could show how much importance they attach
to languages and language learning by supporting the ELP and expressed an interest in working with
schools.
On behalf of the Validation Committee Francis Goullier thanked the Russian organizers for all their
help and support. He found it striking that there is more and more support for the pedagogical implementation of the ELP, including the two ELP-related projects of the ECML. We cannot think of the
ELP in isolation: we need also to be aware of what is going on in the larger world of language teaching and learning, as Michael Byram’s contribution reminded us. The earliest ELPs to be validated may
now need to be revised in the light of more recent developments. Noting the important role that the
Validation Committee plays in relation to ELP policy, Francis Goullier declared that we need to identify good practice and make innovations better known. The seminar had focused on things we need to
deal with (e.g., descriptors for young learners) and things we need to consider but which do not necessarily have a follow-on (e.g., intercultural competence and the cultural autobiography). We also need
to improve the flow of communication and ensure that all participants in future seminars can have
timely access to documentation. Finally, on the question of the validation of supplementary elements,
he noted that they must be accompanied by the ELP that has already been validated. In conclusion
Francis Goullier thanked all the participants for their hard work.

Close of seminar
Thanking Irina Khaleeva and her colleagues for their hospitality and all their efforts on behalf of the
seminar, Joseph Sheils said that Moscow State Linguistic University was a remarkably effective institution and an outstanding ambassador for the ELP. Run in an atmosphere of friendly efficiency, the
seminar had been a great success. He thanked David Little, Francis Goullier and Rolf Schärer for their
preparatory work, and the Russian pupils and students who had shown us the joy of language learning.
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Ms Zita Mazuoliene announced that the 2006 European ELP seminar will be held in Lithuania (Vilnius), from 28 to 30 September.
Irina Khaleeva brought the seminar to a close by thanking the Language Policy Division for granting
Moscow State Linguistic University the honour of organizing the seminar. She expressed the hope that
the participants would enjoy the remainder of their stay in Moscow and declared the seminar closed.

Exhibition of ELPs and ELP projects
There were twenty exhibitors as follows: ALTE/EAQUALS, Armenia, Austria, Belarus, Croatia,
Denmark, Estonia, Greece, Hungary, Ireland, Italy, Latvia, Poland, Portugal, Russian Federation, Slovakia, Slovenia, Spain, Switzerland, United Kingdom.
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Appendix 1
Evaluation questionnaire
The evaluation questionnaire was completed and returned by 20 official ELP contact persons and 8
other participants.
Participants were asked to rate the importance/relevance of the three main themes of the seminar for
their own context on a scale from 1 to 5, where 1 = not at all important/relevant and 5 = very important/relevant. Average ratings were as follows:

1. Annotated Principles and Guidelines
2. Self-assessment grids and descriptors for young learners
3. Autobiography of key intercultural experiences

Official ELP
contact persons

Other participants

3.9
4.6
3.9

4.5
4.0
4.0

Participants were asked to rate the interest/helpfulness of the exhibition and the show-and-tell session
on a scale from 1 to 5, where 1 = not at all interesting/helpful and 5 = very interesting/helpful. Average ratings were as follows:

Exhibition
Show-and-tell session

Official ELP
contact persons

Other participants

3.7
4.4

4.0
4.6

Participants were asked to rate different aspects of the seminar on a scale from 1 to 5, where 1 = very
unsatisfactory and 5 = very satisfactory. Average ratings were as follows:

Preparation and organization of the seminar
The structure and process of the seminar
Seminar facilities
Accommodation
Social programme

Official ELP
contact persons

Other participants

4.7
4.6
4.7
4.9
4.5

4.5
4.8
4.6
4.9
3.8

In addition to rating different aspects of the seminar, participants were invited to offer comments and
suggestions. These will be taken into account when planning the 2006 European ELP seminar.
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Appendix 2
List of participants
Albania / Albanie
Ms Tatjana VUÇANI
FL Specialist
Department for Curriculum Development
Ministry of Education and Science
Rruga e Durrësit N.23
TIRANA / ALBANIA
WL/LT: E

Tel: 355 42 25678
Fax: 355 42 25678
Tel home: 355 4 268 831
e-mail: tvucani@mash.gov.al

Andorra / Andorre
(Apologised for absence / Excusé)
Armenia / Arménie
Ms Melanya ASTVATSATRYAN
Head of Chair of Pedagogy
and Foreign Language methodology
Yerevan State Linguistic University after Brusov
Toumanyan str 42
375002 YEREVAN
WL/LT: E

Tel/Fax: 374 10 53 05 52
e-mail: yslu@brusov.am /
irext1@arminco.com

Austria / Autriche
Mr Gunther ABUJA
Österreichisches Sprachen-Kompetenz-Zentrum
Zentrum für Schulversuche und Schulentwicklung
Abt. III
Hans-Sachs-Gasse 3/1
A - 8010 GRAZ
WL/LT: E / F / G

Tel.: 43 316 82 41 50
Fax: 43 316 82 41 50-6
e-mail: abuja@sprachen.ac.at

Azerbaijan / Azerbaïdjan
M. Bilal ISMAYILOV
Section de Philosophie du Conseil scientifique et
didactique des Langues
Ministère de l'Education de la République d'Azerbaïjan
R. Behbudov Street 60
370055 BAKU
WL/LT: F
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Tel: 994 12 937903
Fax: 994 12 496 34 83
e-mail: bilal_ismayilov@hotmail.com /
minedu@min.edu.az

Mrs Tarana BAYRAMOVA
Senior Teacher
Azerbaijan University of Languages
Rashid Behbudov Str. 60
BAKU / AZERBAIJAN
WL/LT: E

Tel: 994 12 441 22 31
Fax: 994 12 440 51 53
e-mail: taranabayramova@yahoo.com

Belarus
Ms Tatsiana LEONTYEVA
Head of Methodology Department of
Minsk State Linguistic University (MSLU)
67
21 Zakharov Str.
220034 MINSK
Private Address / Adresse privée
Yesenina str., 16, apt 247
Mailbox 170
220025 MINSK
WL/LT: E

Tel: 375 17 236 74 91 / 375 17 284 80
Fax: 375 17 236 75 04
e-mail: method@common.mslu.unibel.by

e-mail: tpleont@tut.by

Belgium / Belgique
Flemish Community / Communauté flamande
Ms Chris VAN WOENSEL
Ministry of the Flemish Community
Department for Educational Development
Koning Albert II - laan 15
B - 1210 BRUSSELS
WL/LT: E / F

Tel: 32 2 553 88 14
Fax: 32 2 553 88 35
e-mail: chris.vanwoensel@ond.vlaanderen.be

French Community / Communauté française
M. Gilbert de SAMBLANC
Inspecteur de l’enseignement
Coordinateur du projet Portfolio
Ministère de la Communauté française
Secrétariat Général
Direction des Relations internationales
Espace 27 septembre
44 Bd Léopold II
Bureau 6A 005/2
B - 1080 BRUXELLES
WL/LT: F
Private address / Adresse privée
53 rue due Bois
B-1620 DROBENBOS

Tel: 322 413 40 11
Fax: 322 413 29 82
e-mail: gilbert.desamblanc@cfwb.be
Tel/Fax: 32 2 331 32 37
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Bosnia and Herzegovina / Bosnie-Herzégovine
Mme Dzevahira ARSLANAGIC
Professeur d'anglais
Faculté de Philosophie de Sarajevo
Račkog 1
71000 SARAJEVO / BOSNIE-HERZEGOVINE
WL/LT: E / F
M. Dinko JURIC
Professeur d'anglais
Gimnazija Dominka Mandica (lycée)
Trg Alojzija Stepinca
88220 SIROKI BRIJEG
WL/LT: E

Tel mobile: 387 61 161 229

e-mail: mino@bih.net.ba

Tel: 387 63 317991
Tel/Fax: 387 39 704 393
e-mail: dinko.juric@tel.net.ba

Bulgaria / Bulgarie
Mme Vesselina POPOVA
Chef du Département "Activité d'adhésion et priorités"
Ministère de l’Education et de la Science
Direction « Politique dans l`enseignement secondaire »
2A Kniaz Dondoukov Blvd
Tel: 359 2 9217452
BG-1000 SOFIA
Fax: 359 2 988 24 85
WL/LT: F
e-mail: v.popova@minedu.government.bg
Croatia / Croatie
Ms Yvonne VRHOVAC
Filozofski fakultetn (Faculty of Philosophy)
University of Zagreb
Odsjek za francuski jezik
Ivana Lučića 3
10 000 ZAGREB
WL/LT: F / E

Tel/Fax: 385 1 48 17 027
e-mail: yvonne.vrhovac@zg.htnet.hr

Cyprus / Chypre
Mme Androniki PAPA-PAPADOPOULOU
Inspectrice de Français
Ministère de l'Education et de la Culture
Kimon and Thucydides streets
Acropolis
1434 NICOSIA / CHYPRE
WL/LT: F

Tel: 357 22800962 (office)
357 99662888 (mobile)
Fax: 357 22800862
e-mail: papanikh@spidernet.com.cy
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Czech Republic / République tchèque
Mrs Radka PERCLOVÁ
Faculty of Education
Department of English Language and Literature
Charles University
Celetnà 13
110 00 PRAGUE 1
WL/LT: E
Private address / Adresse privée
Krátká 28
100 00 PRAHA 1

Tel: 420 2 24491 829 / 830
Fax: 420 2 24491 805
e-mail: radka.perclova@pedf.cuni.cz

Tel/fax: 420 2 7481 3773

Denmark / Danemark
Ms Eva KAMBSKARD
National ELP coordinator
Pedagogical Advisor for Foreign Languages (County of Copenhagen)
Amtscentret for Undervisning
Postbox 15
Stationsparken 27
Tel: 45 43223324
DK - 2600 GLOSTRUP
Fax: 45 43223370
WL/LT: E / F
e-mail: eva@ackbh.dk
Estonia / Estonie
Mr Tõnu TENDER
Head of Language Policy Division
Ministry of Education and Research
Munga 18
50088 TARTU
WL / LT: E

Tel: 372 7 350 223
Fax: 372 7 350 220
e-mail: tonu.tender@hm.ee

Mrs Ülle TÜRK
Lecturer of English Language and Literature
Chair of English Language and Literature
Department of Germanic and
Romance Languages and Literatures
Faculty of Philosophy
University of Tartu
Küütri 2
50090 TARTU / ESTONIA
WL / LT: E

Tel: 372 7 375 218
e-mail: ulle.turk@ut.ee
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Finland / Finlande
Mr Viljo KOHONEN
Professor of Foreign Language Education
Department of Teacher Education
Tampere University
FIN - 33014 TAMPERE
WL/LT: E

Tel: 358 3 215 6847
Mobile: 358 50 533 0874
Fax: 358 3 215 7537
e-mail: kohonen@uta.fi /
viljo.kohonen@uta.fi

France
M. Francis GOULLIER
Vice-Président du Comité européen de Validation
Inspecteur Général de Langues Vivantes
Ministère de l'Education nationale
107 rue de Grenelle
75005 PARIS
WL/LT: F

Tel/fax: 33 3 26 83 13 66
e-mail: francis.goullier@education.gouv.fr

Germany / Allemagne
Mr Eike THÜRMANN
European Validation Committee
Regierungsdirektor
Landesinstitut für Schule und Weiterbildung
Paradieserweg 64
D-59494 SOEST
WL/LT: E / G

(Apologised for absence / Excusé)

Tel: 49 2921 683 256
Fax: 49 2921 683 236
e-mail: Eike.Thuermann@mail.lfs.nrw.de

Georgia / Géorgie
Ms Marika ODZELI
Professor
ELP contact person
Ivane Javakhishvili State University, Tbilisi
Ministry of Education and Science
52, Dimitri Uznadze St
TBILISI 0102
Private Address / Adresse privée
5 A, Jakob Nikoladze St
380079 TBILISI
odzeli_marika@hotmail.com

Tel: 995 32 23 37 96

e-mail:
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Ms Salome SHARASHENIDZE
Specialist of Division for European Integration
Department for International Integration
Ministry of Education and Science
52, Dimitri Uznadze St
TBILISI 0102
Private Address / Adresse privée:
16, Krtsanisi St
TBILISI

Tel: 995 32 95 75 23
Fax: 995 32 95 79 47

Tel:995 32 98 30 25
e-mail: s_sharashenidze@yahoo.com

Greece / Grèce
Mme Evagelia KAGA-GKIOVOUSOGLOU
Institut Pédagogique d’Athènes
396, av. Mesogion
GR – 15341 AGIA PARASKEVI / ATHENES
WL/LT: F

Tel: 30 210 8050740
Tel/Fax: 30 210 6016382
Fax: 30 210 6016388/
e-mail: ekaga@pi-schools.gr

Hungary / Hongrie
Mme Zsuzsa DARABOS
Kútvölgyi út 11
H-1125 BUDAPEST
WL/LT: F

Tel: +36 30 601 2169
e-mail (home): darabos.zsuzsanna@t-online.hu

Iceland / Islande

(Apologised for absence / Excusé)

Ireland / Irlande
Ms Barbara LAZENBY SIMPSON
Centre for Language & Communication Studies
Trinity College
College Green
IRL - DUBLIN 2
WL/LT: E

Tel: 353 1 608 1560
Fax: 351 1 664 3726
e-mail: bsimpson@tcd.ie

Italy / Italie
Ms Francesca BROTTO
Ministero dell’Istruzione, dell’Università e della Ricerca
(MIUR)
Direzione Generale per gli Affari Internazionali
dell’Istruzione Scolastica
Viale Trastevere, 76/A
I - 00153 ROMA
WL/LT: E / F
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(Apologised for absence / Excusée)

Tel: 39 06 5849 3384
Fax: 39 06 5849 3381
e-mail: francesca.brotto@istruzione.it /
frbrotto@libero.it

Ms Gisella LANGÉ
Ministero Istruzione Università Ricerca
Ufficio Scolastica Regionale per la Lombardia
Piazza Diaz 6
I- 20123 MILANO
WL/LT: E / F

Tel: 39 02 7209 4698
Mobile: 39 335 8448449
Fax: 39 02 7201 3084
e-mail: gislang@tin.it

Latvia / Lettonie
Ms Inita VĪTOLA
Head of Projects Division
State Language Agency
Lāčplēša iela 35–5
LV - RIGA 1011
WL/LT: E

Tel: 371 7201685
Fax: 371 7201683
e-mail: projekti@valoda.lv /isd@izm.gov.lv

Ms. Dace DALBIŅA
Head of Projects Division
Centre for Curriculum Development and Examination
Ministry of Education and Science
Vaļņu iela 2
LV - RIGA 1050
WL/LT: E

Tel: 371 7814480
Fax: 371 7223801
e-mail: dacedalbina@inbox.lv

Lithuania / Lituanie
Ms Zita MAZUOLIENE
Head of Department of English for Sciences
Institute of Foreign Languages
Universiteto 5
LT-01513 VILNIUS
WL/LT: E

Tel:: 370 5 2687268
Fax: 370 2 68 72 65
e-mail: zmaz@takas.lt

Luxembourg
Mme Gaby KUNSCH
Professeur-attachée
Ministère de l'Education Nationale
et de la Formation Professionnelle
Service des Relations internationales
29, rue Aldringen
L-2926 LUXEMBOURG
WL/LT: F

Tel: 352 478 5269
Gsm: 352 021 54 03 44
Fax: 352 22 07 95
e-mail: kunsch@men.lu
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Malta / Malte
Mr Frank MUSCAT
Education Officer
Curriculum Department, Curriculum Centre
The Mall
FLORIANA / MALTA

(Apologised for absence / Excusé)

Moldova
Mme Eugénie BRINZǍ
Spécialiste principale
Ministère de l’Education
Piaţa Marii Adunări Naţ. Nr .1
2012 CHISINAU
WL/LT: F

(Apologised for absence / Excusée)

Tel: 373 22 23 35 45
Fax: 373 22 23 35 15 / 23 32 83
e-mail: ebrinza@yahoo.com

Netherlands / Pays-Bas
Mr Dick MEIJER
SLO
Institute for Curriculum Development
4840 285
Postbus 2041
NL - 7500 CA ENSCHEDE
Ou
Boulevard 1945 3
NL - 7511 AA ENSCHEDE
WL/LT: E / G

Tel: 31 53 4840 556 direct / 31 53
Tel pr: 31 521 591609
Fax: 31 53 4307 692
e-mail: d.meijer@slo.nl /
d.meijer1@hetnet.nl

Norway / Norvège
Ms Jorunn BERNTZEN
Senior Adviser
Norwegian Ministry of Education and Research
Postboks 8119 Dep.
Akersgt. 44
N - 0032 OSLO
WL/LT: E

Tel: 47 22 24 73 95 (direct)

Ms Heike SPEITZ
Telemarksforsking-Notodden
Lærerskolevn. 35
3679 NOTODDEN
WL/LT: E / F

Tel: 35 02 66 81
Tel/Fax: 35 02 66 98
e-mail: heike.speitz@hit.no
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Fax: 47 22 24 71 15
e-mail: jbe@ufd.dep.no

Poland / Pologne
Ms Maria GORZELAK
National In-Service Teacher Training Centre
Aleje Ujazdowskie 28
00-478 WARSZAWA
Private address / Adresse privée
ul. Gimnastyczna 28
02-636 WARSZAWA
WL/LT: E

Tel: 48 22 621 30 31
Fax: 48 22 622 33 46
e-mail: jows@codn.edu.pl /
maria.gorzelak@codn.edu.pl
Tel/Fax: 48 22 646 55 34
Private e-mail: gorzelak@post.pl

Portugal
Ms Glória FISCHER
Foreign Language Advisor
Ministério da Educação
Direcção Geral de Inovação e Desenvolvimento Curricular
Av. 24 de Julho, 140-2°
P - 1399-025 LISBOA
WL/LT: E

Tel: 351 21 393 40 46
Fax: 351 21 393 45 79
e-mail: gloria.fischer@dgidc.min-edu.pt

Romania / Roumanie
Mrs Miorita GOT
General Inspector
General Division for Preuniversity Education

Tel: 40 07 21 97 41 72

Ministry of Education and Research

Fax: 40 21 313 5547

Strata Gen. Berthelot 28-30,
1010168 BUCHAREST SECTOR 1 / ROMANIA
WL/LT: F

Mobile: 40 21 072/97 41 72
e-mail: miorita_got@mec.edu.ro

Serbia and Montenegro / Serbie-Monténégro
Serbia / Serbie
cusée)

(Apologised for absence / Ex-

Ms Milica GOLUBOVIC-TASEVSKA
Professor of French
Coordinator in the Education and
International Cooperation Department
Ministry of Education and Sports
of the Republic of Serbia
N° 7, Save Kovacevica St.
milica.tasevska@mps.sr.gov.yu
34000 BELGRADE / SERBIA AND MONTENEGRO
WL/LT: F
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Tel: 381 11 3616 293 / 3631 479
e-mail:

Montenegro / Monténégro
Mr Dragan BOGOJEVIC
Director of Education
Institute of Republic of Montenegro
N° 28, Novaka Miloseva St.
81000 PODGORICA
WL/LT: E

Tel: 381 81 231 759
e-mail: draganb@mn.yu

Slovakia / Slovaquie
Ms Anna BUTASOVA
Chef du Département de Langues romanes
Faculté de Pédagogie
Université Comenius
43424034
Racianska 59
SK – 813 34 BRATISLAVA
or
WL/LT: F

Tel: 421 905 399 134/421 2
Fax: 421 2 44 254 956/44 37 11 87
e-mail: butasova@fedu.uniba.sk
anna.butasova@fedu.uniba.sk

Mme Darina DE JAEGHER
Institut National pour l'Education
20 42
Pluhová 8
SK - 830 00 BRATISLAVA
WL/LT: F

Tel: 421 2 44 37 20 35 / 44 37
Fax: 421 2 4437 11 87
e-mail: darina.dejaegher@statpedu.sk

Slovenia / Slovénie
Mr Janez SKELA
Faculty of Arts
Aškerčeva 2
1000 LJUBLJANA / SLOVENIA
WL/LT: E

Tel: 386 1241 1340
Fax: 386 1425 9337
e-mail: Janez.Skela@guest.arnes.si

Spain / Espagne
Ms Yolanda ZÁRATE
Asesor Técnico Docente
Subdirección General de Programas Europeos
Paseo del Prado, nº 28 - 1ª Planta
SP - 28014 MADRID
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Tel: 34 91 506 55 68
Fax: 34 91 506 5689
e-mail: yolanda.zarate@educ.mec.es

Sweden / Suède
Ms Carin SÖDERBERG
In-service Training Department
Uppsala University
Fortbildningsavdelningen
Box 2137
S - 75002 UPPSALA
carin.soderberg@ilu.uu.se
WL/LT: E / F

Tel: 46 18 471 7968
Fax: 46 18 550748
e-mail:

Switzerland / Suisse
M. Hans Ulrich BOSSHARD
Präsident der EDK-Steuerungsgruppe Sprachenportfolio
Regionalsekretariat EDK Ostschweiz
Erziehungsdepartement St.Gallen
Davidstrasse 31
CH-9001 ST. GALLEN
WL/LT: F / E / G

Tel.: 41 71 229 34 32
Fax: 41 71 229 44 99
e-mail: h.bosshard@sg.ch

"The former Yugoslav Republic of Macedonia" / "L'ex-Republique yougoslave de
Macédoine"
Ms Marija NIKOLOVA
Ministry of Education and Science
70 699 768
Bul. Ilinden BB
1000 SKOPJE
WL/LT: E

Tel.: 389 2 32 38 628; mob: 389
Fax: 389 2 32 39 641
e-mail: nikolovam@mn.gov.mk
maria.nikolova@voila.fr

Turkey / Turquie
Mr Özcan DEMIREL
Hacettepe University
Faculty of Education
BEYTEPE
361 93 18
TR-06532 ANKARA
WL/LT: E
demirel@hacettepe.edu.tr

Tel: 90 312 297 85 50 / GSM 90 532
Fax: 90 312 299 20 27
e-mail:

Ukraine
Ms Oksana KOVALENKO
Ministry of Education and Science
Department of General and Pre-school Education
Peremohy Avenue 10
01135 KYIV
WL/LT: E
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(Apologised for absence / Excusée)

Tel/Fax: 380 44 2162481
e-mail: ministry@mon.gov.ua
o_kovalenko@mon.gov.ua

United Kingdom / Royaume-Uni
Mr Lid KING
National Director for Languages
Department for Education and Skills
Sanctuary Buildings, Level 4D
Great Smith Street
UK - LONDON SW1P 3BT
lid.king@dfes.gsi.gov.uk
WL/LT: E / F

Tel: 44 20 7925 6367
Fax: 44 20 7925 6111
e-mail:

ALECSO
Mme Dhouha BOUKHRIS
cusée)
Chargée de Relations extérieures
ALECSO
PO Box 1120 TUNIS / TUNISIE

(Apologised for absence / ExTel: 216 71 784 466
e-mail: Alecso@Email.ati.tn

ALTE (Association of Languages Testers in Europe) / (Association des Centres d'Evaluation en Europe)
Ms Barbara STEVENS
European Projects Officer
University of Cambridge
English for Speakers of other Languages
1, Hills Road
UK – CAMBRIDGE CB1 2EU
WL/LT: E / SP

Tel: 44 1223 552780
Fax: 44 1223 553083
e-mail: stevens.b@ucles.org.uk

EAQUALS (The European Association for Quality Languages Services)
Mr Peter BROWN
Chair
The British School
Via Torrebianca 18
I - 34132 TRIESTE
WL/LT: E
ter.Brown@EAQUALS.org

Tel: 39 040 369 369
Fax: 39 040 76 000 75
e-mail:
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Pe-

European Language Council (ELC) / Conseil européen des Langues (CEL)
Ms Maria Giovanna TASSINARI
Head of the Independent Language Learning Centre
Sprachenzentrum
Freie Universität Berlin
Institut für Romanische Philologie
Habelschwerdter Allee 45
D - 14195 BERLIN
berlin.de
WL/LT: E / F

Tel: 49-30 838 53079
Fax: 49 30 83855671
e-mail: tassinar@zedat.fu-

International Certificate Conference (ICC)
Mr Mike MAKOSCH
International Certificate Conference (ICC)
Hansaallee 150
D - 60320 FRANKFURT AM MAIN
WL/LT: E

Tel: 49 6956020167 (Office)
41 44 277 20 32 (mobile link)
Fax: 41 44 277 20 14
e-mail: mike.makosch@mgb.ch

Sofia University "St Kliment Ohridski"
Ms. Maria STOICHEVA
Department of Modern Languages
Sofia University
Faculty of Classic and Modern Languages
125 Tzarigradsko shosse - Block 3 - Room 117
1113 SOFIA
maria.stoicheva@gmail.com
WL/LT: E
Private address / Adresse privée
Mladost 1 - block 104
Entrance 2 - apartment 30
1797 SOFIA / BULGARIA
mpantaleeva@yahoo.com

Tel: 359 2 71 09 53
e-mail:

Mobile: 359 889 71 53 21
e-mail:

European Commission / Commission européenne
M. Jacques DELMOLY
Excusé)
Chef de l'unité "Politique pour le Multilinguisme"
Direction Générale de l'Education et de la Culture
Commission Européenne
200 rue de la Loi
B - 1049 BRUXELLES
jacques.delmoly@cec.eu.int
WL/LT: F / E
manuela.brigandi@cec.eu.int
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(Apologised for absence /

Tel: 32-2-296.74.34
Tel: 32 2 295-84-06 (direct)
Fax: 32-2-299.63.21
e-mail:
ou/or

Experts / Speakers
Prof Michael BYRAM
University of Durham
Leazes Road
UK - DURHAM DH1 1TA
m.s.byram@durham.ac.uk

Tel: 44 191 374 35 30/35 05
Fax: 44 191 374 35 06
e-mail:

Mr David LITTLE
Coordinator – European ELP seminars
Centre for Language and Communication Studies
Arts Building
Trinity College
IRL-DUBLIN 2
WL/LT: E / (F) / G

Tel: 353 1 608 1505
Fax: 353 1 608 2941
e-mail: dlittle@tcd.ie

Mr Rolf SCHÄRER
General rapporteur / Rapporteur général
Gottlieb Binderstrasse 45
CH - 8802 KILCHBERG

Tel: 41 1 715 32 90
Fax: 41 1 715 32 72
e-mail: info@rolfschaerer.ch

Mme Christine TAGLIANTE
cusée)
Responsable de l’Unité
Evaluation et Certifications
Centre International d'Etudes Pédagogiques (CIEP)
1, Avenue Léon Journault
F - 92311 SEVRES Cedex
WL/LT: F

(Apologised for absence / Ex-

Tel: 33 1 45 07 60 42
Fax: 33 1 45 07 60 01
e-mail: tagliante@ciep.fr

RUSSIAN ORGANISERS / ORGANISATEURS RUSSES
Ms Irina KHALEEVA
Rector
Moscow State Linguistic University
Ostozhenka str.38
119 992 MOSCOW
WL/LT: E / G

Tel/Fax: 7095 246 2807
e-mail: khaleeva@linguanet.ru

Mr Vladimir SHLEG
Vice Rector
Moscow State Linguistic University
Ostozhenka 38
119 992 MOSCOW
WL/LT: E

Tel: 7 095 245 1821/2786 / 246 8603
Fax: 7 095 246 2807/8366
e-mail: shleg@linguanet.ru

RUSSIAN PARTICIPANTS / PARTICIPANTS RUSSES
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COUNCIL OF EUROPE / CONSEIL DE L’EUROPE
Language Policy Division / Division des Politiques Linguistiques
F - 67075 STRASBOURG

Mr Joseph SHEILS
Head of the Language Policy Division /
Chef de la Division des Politiques Linguistiques

Tel: 33 (0)3 88 41 20 79

Mr Christopher REYNOLDS
Administrative Assistant / Assistant Administratif
pher.reynolds@coe.int

Tel: 33 (0) 3 90 21 46 86
e-mail: christo-

e-mail: joseph.sheils@coe.int

Interpreters / Interprètes
M. Alexander KHAYTSMAN
26-1-227, Akademika Piliuguina Street
RU - 117393 MOSCOU
alexandre.khaitsman@mtu-net.ru

Tel: 7 095 935 08 87
Fax: 7 095 935 08 87
e-mail:
Portable: 8 903 625 80 43

M. Pavel PALAZHCHENKO
Balaklavski Pr. 18, K.2, Kv.17
RU - 113452 MOSCOU

Tel: 7 095 316 79 61
Fax: 7 095 943 95 94
e-mail: pp@gorby.ru
Portable: 7 910 445 63 22
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If the information on this list regarding your title, name, address, telephone, fax and e-mail address is
incomplete or incorrect, please indicate any changes and return the form to the Secretariat of the Council of
Europe during the Seminar.
Au cas où les indications figurant dans cette liste concernant vos titre, nom, prénom, adresse, téléphone,
téléfax et adresse e-mail seraient incomplètes ou incorrectes, veuillez indiquer les modifications et remettre
le formulaire au Secrétariat du Conseil de l'Europe pendant le séminaire.

NAME / NOM (Mr/Mrs/Ms; M./Mme/Mlle)
First Name / Prénom(s)

TITLE / TITRE (Prof. Dr., etc)
INSTITUTION / ORGANISATION

ADDRESS / ADRESSE (road/n°/post code/town/country - voie/n°/code postal/ville/pays)

English / anglais □ French / français □

WORKING LANGUAGE / LANGUE TRAVAIL

TELEPHONE
TELEFAX
E-MAIL
INTERNET
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